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Abstract 

A difficult problem in remote sensing is the detection of ships on the open ocean. For almost two 

decades, experimental spaceborne and airborne Synthetic Aperture Radars (SAR) have been used to image 

ships. However, SAR is inherently limited in (automated) ship detection because it relies on a single 

parameter, the radar Backscatter, to distinguish faint, small ship signatures from background. Along-Track 

Interferometry, a recently developed technique that uses two time displaced SAR images (from two along-

track displaced antennas) to extract velocity estimates of the surface, holds some promise in enhancing the 

capability of SAR. 

In this study, we examined the Along-Track Interferometry technique in detail and attempted to 

assign quantitative measures of its enhancement potential to SAR in ship wake detection. Specifically, we 

used representative data from an experimental airborne SAR ATI, the Canada Centre for Remote Sensing 

(CCRS) CV580 C-Band SAR ATI, to examine the effects of ATI processing on: a) the visual appearance of 

Backscatter and motion signatures of ships and ship wakes in magnitude and phase components of ATI 

images b) the (quantitative) detectability of ships and their wakes by Backscatter and motion; and c) the 

characteristics of the Backscatter and motion signatures, such as their spectra, coherence, and signal distri

bution. And we attempted to determine from our analysis and simulation/modeling, a quantitative measure 

of the potential of ATI to enhance SAR's performance in ship detection. 

The results of this study suggest that Along Track Interferometry is capable of enhancing ship 

wake detection. Specifically, we found that: a) airborne SAR ATI is able to estimate differential (radial) 

velocity with sufficient accuracy to detect appreciable disturbances of the velocity field of the ocean, and 

that b) ship wakes, under the conditions of the data collected, were able to sufficiently disturb the velocity 

field of the ocean surface to be discriminated from ambient ocean structure. This study also suggests that 

in some circumstances, certain ocean features which may not have been detectable from its Backscatter by 

a conventional SAR, could be detected from its motion by ATI. And lastly, this study demonstrates that the 

additional, and in some cases singularly unique, motion information provided by ATI, when fused or 

combined with conventional Backscatter information, can indeed yield improved detection of ships and 

wakes overall by the SAR sensor. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

Chapter 1 Introduction 

The following document is a thesis report on research carried out towards a Master of Applied 

Science degree at the University of British Columbia in the Department of Electrical Engineering. The 

work covered in this report was conducted in collaboration with the Defence Research Establishment 

Ottawa (DREO). The major results of this work have been submitted to the DREO under cover of four 

Technical Notes [1] [2] [3] [4] and a final report [5]. 

1.1 Motivation 

A difficult problem in remote sensing is the detection of ships on the open ocean by airborne and 

spaceborne platforms. From such altitudes, ships are very small against the vast (relative) emptiness of the 

ocean. And they are difficult to discriminate from the surrounding waves; which can often be several times 

larger than even the largest ships. The difficulty in detecting small ships in a large ocean is further compli

cated by darkness and the frequently poor weather and dense cloud cover that blankets much of the world's 

oceans. 

When first introduced as the experimental Seasat in 1978, Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR), a high 

resolution active sensor that marries radar and advanced signal processing technologies, offered the 

promise of a best solution to this problem. Because SAR uses active RAdio Detection And Ranging 

(RADAR), it is immune to the effects of darkness, weather and cloud cover, and because it uses highly 

efficient digital signal processing, it is able to achieve very high resolutions over large imaged areas. 

Indeed, some of the earliest images of the ocean produced by Seasat, many of which were taken at night 

and in poor weather, contained ship targets which became some of the first images of ships seen from 

space. Current state-of-the-art SAR sensors like ERS-1/2, Radarsat, the Canadian Armed Forces experi

mental Spotlight SAR, and the CCRS CV580 SAR routinely produce high quality images of ocean scenes 

which contain surprisingly clear and distinct images of medium and large sized ship targets. However, 

despite SAR's unique, and arguably superior, ability over other remote sensor technologies to image ships 

over a vast search area in darkness and poor weather, SAR has significant limitations which prevent its 

more widespread use as a ship detector in other than experimental systems. The first is that it is highly 

computationally intensive. Most current systems must employ off-line focusing and detection processing; 

using very large general purpose computers and often taking several hours to produce a single image and 

detect ship targets in it. Real-time systems are currently beyond the realm of practicality for all but the 

largest and most expensive SAR platform; the USAF E-8C JSTARS. Even using the best SAR images, 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

requiring frightening amounts of computing power to achieve the best resolution and clarity, the false 

alarm rate in ship detection mode is often unacceptably high and practical ship detection cannot be 

attempted without the intervention of highly skilled human interpreters. 

We believe that SAR, like other radio wave based detection systems such as conventional radar, is 

fundamentally limited by its reliance on just the radio wave Backscatter signature of features to image 

scenes and detect targets. In ship detection, this is particularly true because a ship's Backscatter signature 

is quite small on an ocean surface, which is itself a large reflector of radio energy. However, in recent 

years, a new technique has emerged which we believe holds some promise in enhancing the capability of 

SAR to better address the ship detection problem. This technique, called Along-Track Interferometry 

(ATI), uses two or more SAR images of the same scene, simultaneously acquired by two laterally 

displaced antennas (or a split antenna with two displaced phase centres) on the same sensor, to estimate the 

radial velocity of scatterers in the scene. The resulting high resolution velocity estimate yields motion 

information about the scene and moving targets in it. Because moving ships can generate large wake 

disturbances which may be significantly differentiated from the surrounding ocean, such a high resolution 

motion estimate could offer a unique enhanced capability to SAR; allowing it to detect moving ships by 

both their Backscatter and motion signatures. We believe that using the motion estimate from ATI can 

significantly reduce the false alarm rate of ship detection by SAR, allowing lower resolution SAR images, 

which require significantly smaller computation (and possibly produced in real-time) to achieve acceptable 

ship detection performance. 

1.2 Objectives of the Research 

The objective of this study was to examine the technique of Along-Track Interferometry (ATI) 

applied to Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) and investigate the potential of this technique in enhancing the 

detection of ship wakes from airborne SAR sensors. SAR Along-Track Interferometry, also called 

Displaced Phase Centre Aperture (DPCA) SAR, is a relatively new technique in radar remote sensing. It 

has been used successfully in experimental systems to study natural ocean features, such as ocean currents 

and waves, and it is operational employed in advanced Moving Target Indication (MTI) systems such as 

that on the United States Air Force (USAF) E-8C JSTARS (Joint Surveillance and Target Attack Radar 

System) aircraft [6]. 

One of the challenges of modern remote sensing is the efficient search, detection and classification 

of ships over large search areas of the ocean. This is particularly important to a maritime nation like 
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Canada, whose territory straddles the world's three largest oceans. Maintaining constant (day/night, all 

weather) observation over 243,000 km of coastline (the longest in the world), tracking a large number and 

variety of shipping to maintain sovereignty over territory and environment, is a monumental task that can 

only be accomplished with the help of advanced remote sensors capable of detecting ships quickly and 

accurately. For this purpose, Canada has, over the years, developed and employed a number of advanced 

airborne and spaceborne SAR sensors, which include the CCRS (experimental) airborne SAR, the recently 

launched Radarsat spaceborne SAR, and the currently-in-development Spotlight SAR upgrade to the CP-

140 maritime patrol aircraft fleet. However, there are some significant limitations to these SAR sensors in 

specifically detecting ships. This is because conventional SAR, like conventional radar, principally relies 

on the radio wave Backscatter of a target to find it in a vast ocean scene and discriminate it from the 

surrounding clutter. Although, the metal corner reflector-like surfaces of a ship's superstructure, and to a 

lesser degree, it's hull give very strong radar returns and normally show up as quite bright in SAR imagery, 

the ambient ocean is quite often bright itself, either throughout or in important regions, due to a high 

incidence angle (of the sensor) or high surface wind action. Additionally, ships are quite small in compar

ison to the vast dimensions of an ocean scene. Even a large ship, on the order of say 100m in length and 

30m wide, would only represent a very small fraction (about 3x10~5 percent) of the data space of a typical 

SAR imaged scene, which can typically cover a surface area of approximately 100 km by 100 km. At a 

typical resolution of 6m x 25m (6m x 40m slant range) per pixel for an ERS-1 spaceborne SAR image, 

such a ship would be represented by less than 20 pixels in an image of over 67 million pixels! This is 

called the small ship/large ocean problem and is a very difficult challenge for sensors employed in ship 

detection. 

One important observation of ships is that all moving ships leave a distinctive trail, called a wake. 

This wake can serve as a unique signature of an unnatural event (i.e. the ship's traverse) across a 

background containing only otherwise naturally generated clutter. Additionally, the wake signature of a 

moving ship can be quite large, being from 20 to 100 times longer and 10-20 times wider than the length 

and width of the ship itself, making it a much larger target than the signature (i.e. such as Backscatter) of 

just superstructure and hull. Thus in a typical remote sensor image, a ship's wake would represent a much 

larger percentage of the data space than the ship by itself. However, wakes because they are a result of the 

interaction of ship and ocean have physical characteristics so similar to that of the surrounding ocean, that 

the contrast of their signature (i.e. Backscatter) against the background ocean is much less than that of a 

ship's hull and superstructure; making them inconsistent detection indicators at best. 

Another important observation is that moving ships and their moving wakes are just that...moving. 
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Thus their inherent and unique (i.e. unnatural, man-made) motion signature or velocity profile should make 

them quite differentiated from the natural motion or general stationarity of the ambient ocean; even when 

the contrast of any other signature (i.e. Backscatter) isn't great, if a ship is moving, then its motion 

signature should be quite substantial. 

These two important observations would indicate that, given an appropriate sensor which could 

detect differential motion of both ship and wake and appropriate detection schemes which could exploit the 

longer and wider dimensions of ship wakes, the detection of ship wakes by conventional SAR could be 

improved. 

In 1987, Goldstein and Zebker of NASA's Jet Propulsion Labs, demonstrated that a SAR sensor 

with two displaced phase centres could produce interferograms whose phase component contained motion 

information [7]. Their first images were of the Northern California coastline where they showed that tidal 

currents and internal waves could be quite easily distinguished from the background ocean by motion 

alone. In Canada, this work has been continued and extended by the Canada Centre for Remote Sensing 

(CCRS) which has shown that other complex ocean features, such as surface and subsurface travelling 

waves and internal wave features associated with submerged structures (such as sand dunes), can also be 

imaged by their velocity signatures. Recently, the DND and DREO have extended this work to include the 

investigation of the potential application of ATI in enhanced airborne SAR sensors that detect ships by 

their motion and wake. The work of this study was a part of this investigation and sought to determine the 

ship detection enhancement capability of ATI by examining the ATI processing technique and measuring 

and comparing the Backscatter and motion signatures of ships and wakes. To our knowledge, a quantita

tive comparison of the detectability of the ship and wake features by their Backscatter and motion 

signatures has not been investigated to date. 

The specific goals of our research were to determine: 

1. if airborne SAR ATI is able to estimate differential velocity with sufficient accuracy to 

detect appreciable disturbances of the velocity field of the ocean; 

2. if ship wakes, under the conditions of the data collected, are able to sufficiently disturb 

the velocity field of the ocean surface to be discriminated from ambient ocean struc

ture (by SAR ATI); and 

3. whether the additional motion information provided by ATI would be able to improve 

the detection of ship wakes by SAR. 

In order to accomplish this, representative data from an experimental SAR ATI sensor, the CCRS 
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airborne C-band SAR ATI, was processed and analyzed. The effects of ATI processing on the visual 

presentation and quantitative (numeric) and qualitative (visual) detectability of ship and wake targets in the 

Backscatter and phase components of interferograms, as well as on the spectrum, coherence, and signal 

information distribution was examined by direct analysis of the raw SAR data and processed interfero

grams. Simulations and models were built and used where necessary. And the performance of a typical 

target detector (a CA-CFAR detector) to detect ships, ship wakes and other significant ocean features, was 

measured. Additionally, a simple fusion of the detected Backscatter and motion signatures was briefly 

attempted to demonstrate the practical application of the additional motion information provided by ATI to 

improving overall detection of ships and wakes. 

1.3 Outline of the Report 

This thesis report is composed of the following chapters and attachments: 

• Chapter 2: Background. Reviews the basic principles of SAR and Along-Track 

Interferometry. 

Chapter 3: Interferogram Processing Analysis. Describes the CCRS C-band 

data set and the methods used to generate the ATI interferograms used in the subse

quent analysis. The effect of the different ATI processes and parameters used in ATI 

interferogram formation on the Backscatter magnitude and motion bearing phase in

formation of the resulting interferogram is examined. 

• Chapter 4: Signal Information Analysis. Examines scene and surface target in

formation content of ATI interferograms. The effect of the dual antenna ATI configu

ration and the correlation operations of the ATI interferogram formation process is 

examined from the signal statistics of ATI phase and magnitude images. Observed re

sults are compared with a simulation model. 

• Chapter 5: Theoretical Performance. Examines the theoretical performance of 

C-band ATI systems from parametric analysis. 

• Chapter 6: Detection Performance Analysis. A detection performance figure 

of merit is established and the detectability and detection potential of ship and wake 

targets in Backscatter and motion imagery are quantified and compared. 

• Chapter 7: Conclusions. Summarizes the main results and conclusions of the 

study. 
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Appendix A: SAR Imaging Mechanisms of Ship Wakes. Desc r ibes the phys

i c a l m e c h a n i s m by w h i c h radar and S A R image ocean features. 

Appendix B: Feature Detection. Desc r ibes the detection p r inc ip les and feature 

detectors used in the analysis o f this report. 

Appendix C: Catalogue of Data Sets (Scenes). P rov ides a v i sua l catalogue and 

detai led descr ip t ion o f the data set used in the ana lys is o f this report. 

Appendix D: Filtered and Unfiltered Chip Images. P rov ides a v i sua l cata

logue o f filtered and unfi l tered Backsca t te r intensi ty and phase images used in the 

analys is o f this report. 

Appendix E.: Signal and Statistics of Targets. L i s t s the observed Backsca t te r 

and phase s ignal measurements and ca lcu la ted s igna l statistics o f backg round , targets 

and features in the data set and processed images . 

Appendix F: CFAR Detection Results. P rov ides a v i sua l catalogue o f the results 

o f a C A - C F A R detector's performance on the Backsca t t e r and m o t i o n images o f rep

resentative ch ip images con ta in ing ships and wakes and a s ignif icant (natural ly occur

r ing) ocean feature. 
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Chapter 2 Background 

Chapter 2 Background 

In order to define the techniques and terms employed in this report, a brief introduction to 

Synthetic Aperture Radar applied to Along-Track Interferometry is provided. A more detailed discussion 

of the mechanism by which Ocean features and ship wakes are imaged by SAR is presented in Appendix 

A. 

2.1 Synthetic Aperture Radar 

Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) is an active imaging system that allows day / night, all weather 

remote imaging of wide areas of the earth's surface at high resolutions. It is an active microwave sensor 

and like it's parent technology, conventional radar, SAR uses transmitted microwave energy to illuminate 

targets in a ground scene. But unlike conventional radar, SAR exploits the relative motion between sensor 

platform and the ground scene to produce high resolution two-dimensional maps by Digital Signal 

Processing (DSP) of the Backscatter signal. 

Figure 2.1 below shows the basic SAR imaging geometry. Most SAR sensors are side looking 

with the radar beam pointing into the imaged scene and the sensor platform travelling across it. By defini

tion, the scan direction of the radar parallel to the path of the sensor platform is called the Azimuth or the 

Along-Track dimension, while the scan direction that is perpendicular to the platform track is called the 

Slant Range. Projected onto a horizontal plane, this becomes the Range dimension. The direction of 

lines running between the sensor and scatterers is called the Radial direction. In this figure, v is the 

platform velocity in the azimuth direction, t is the azimuth time coordinate (also called slow time), £ is the 

range time coordinate (also called fast time), and the position of the platform at its closest approach to the 

target is, vtv 
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Chapter 2 Background 

Up (Vertical) 

Figure 2.1 Basic S A R Imaging Geometry 

The key to SAR's high resolution performance is coherent processing, in which the phase relation

ship between transmitted pulse and received signal is preserved or coherent from pulse to pulse. This 

relative phase change, or phase modulation, is due to the Doppler shift resulting from the relative motion of 

the platform over the scene and is used by a SAR processor to resolve individual scatterers into fine scale 

azimuth bins to provide the high resolution output images typical of SAR. 

We can illustrate this by examining the output image of a coherent radar signal before and after 

SAR processing. The transmitted signal of such a radar can be expressed as: 

S(t,C-Cj-r) = l V ( 0 ) p ( f - f . ) e X p ^ = ^ j (2.1) 

where W(6) is the antennas beam pattern, p(t-tj) is the coded transmitted pulse (usually of the form of a 

linear FM or 'chirp' pulse), 6 is the look angle, and r is slant range coordinate, which is: 
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Chapter 2 Background 

r = ; r - W c ( 2 - 2 ) 

2sin(6) 

where C is the speed of light. The received signal, at the platform's instantaneous position t; called its 

closest approach azimuth coordinate, can be expressed as a convolution of a the Backscatter of the distribu

tion of point scatterers 0~(7(, £ •) on the ground (seen from the position of the closest approach coordinate) 

and the transmitted signal: 

d(t{, Q = JJo(r f, QS(t -1, l-lf^dt^ (2.3) 

This is essentially the output image of the coherent radar before any SAR processing and we note that the 

resolution is quite coarse as the spatial spread of the convolution kernel, S(t — r-, C,;r), which is 

essentially the 'footprint' of the radar beam on the ground, is quite large at airborne and spaceborne 

altitudes. 

SAR processing can be expressed as the convolution of the received radar signal d(t, £) and a 

coherent matched filter: 

S*(t-t{-X,r) (2.4) 

The output of the SAR processor then being: 

i(tif Cj-r) = \\dit, t.j)S*(t - f C - tjridtidtj (2.5) 

or 

i(tt, C,;r) = JJa(?-, yrjjsa-f,, t-lf^S^t-t, l.-l:l-r)dtdlAdtidli (2.6) 

We note that the term: [JJ'SX? - tt, C,-C,j',r)S*(t - r-, C, - C,j;r)dtdC,] is a narrow point spread function. 

The solution to this equation can be thought of in the form 

/(f,,C;;r) = [ J J ( a ( r ( , C y ) - 0 ( r i ) ) F ( ? - f I , C - y ^ ^ ] = c(f(, y • <f>(ry) (2.7) 

where 6"(r-, £ •) is the SAR Backscatter magnitude image; which is essentially the surface scatterer distri-
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Chapter 2 Background 

bution sampled by a fine grid, F(t - tt, C, - £ ( ) , and 0 ( r •) is the phase distribution of the surface 

Backscatter, where each element of the distribution has the form exp^ " ^ ^ j ; this is essentially the 

phase image of the interferogram. 

2.2 Interferometric SAR 

Interferometric SAR is a variation of basic SAR, where two or more antennas or phase centres of a 

single antenna1 simultaneously acquire images of the same scene, but slightly displaced in the along-track 

direction. One antenna or phase centre is called the Forward antenna and the other called the Aft antenna. 

This dual displaced antennas configuration is shown below as Figure 2.2: 

Figure 2.2 Basic S A R A T I Imaging Geometry 

also called Displaced Phase Centre Antenna ( D P C A ) 
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In this diagram, v is the platform's velocity in the Along-Track direction, u is the radial velocity of 

a surface target or scatter in the scene, r A 1 and r^2 are the slant range from the aft antenna to the scatterer 

at times tj and t2 and rp1 and rp2 are the slant range from the forward antenna to the scatterer at times t[ 

and t2. The spatial separation between the two antennas is called the Baseline Separation. This separa

tion distance and the platform velocity results in a time displacement, At, between the acquisition of the 

return signal from the scene at a time tj and a short time later, t2, in which both the platform and the scene 

have moved. The change in the slant range to a a moving surface target from the time of the forward 

antennas acquisition of the return signal to the aft antennas acquisition, results in a difference in the phase 

of the two complex images. We can see this by examining the return signal, after SAR processing, of 

corresponding forward and aft SLC images. From equation (2.5) and (2.3) we express the time domain 

and frequency domain expression of the target in the forward image as: 

i(f,,Cl)| = 6-^, £,) •6(r1)<=>/ 
4%r, Yl 

J CO- X 
(2.8) 

where t] is the closest approach azimuth coordinate of the forward antenna and CO 

can express the target in the aft image as: 

4nr 
Similarly we 

Kt2, C2)| = 6(r2> C2) • $(r2) (2.9) 

where t2 is the closest approach azimuth coordinate of the aft antenna which has moved a distance of Ar = 

( T 2 - T j ) C/ and r 2 = T] - Ar in time, At between closest approach of the two antennas and 

r2 ~ r A 2 c o s (6) • H ° w e v e r > the two images are acquired simultaneously and the closest approach coordi

nate of the aft antenna is separated from the closest approach coordinate of the forward antenna by a 

distance of vAt = (fj - r 2)v. Expressing the aft equation in the coordinates of the forward image, this 

becomes: 

/(f j - Ar, £ 2 ) = d ( f j - At, £ 2 ) • 6 ( r , - A r ) <=> 

4n(r] - Ary 

(2.10) 

-A « X 
exp(-y'G)Af) 
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We can see from (2.8)and (2.10) that there exists a spatial domain phase difference of the form 

and a frequency domain phase difference of the form A*¥ = COAr which is related to the spatial displace

ment between the Backscatter fields of the two images and the separation between antennas (in the spatial 

domain, this is called the spatial misregistration of the images). 

The spatial domain phase difference, which describes the motion of the target, is the primary 

information of interest in ATI. From the ATI geometry of Figure 2.2, where Ar = (^JU > w e resolve this 

phase into radial velocity as: 

which we call the ATI equation. This time domain phase information is extracted by conjugate multipli

cation or Mixing. Thus we can see that the dual displaced antennas of the ATI configuration give us two 

images, which after SAR focusing and mixing result in an image of the motion in the scene and estimates 

of the radial motion of moving targets. 

The frequency domain phase difference is, however, not immediately useful and if uncorrected, 

causes phase decorrelation in the mixed image. This frequency domain phase offset can be removed by a 

Coregistration of the two images prior to Mixing. From this equation (2.10) we can see that coregistra-

tion can be implemented either as an azimuth subsampling in the spatial domain or a phase multiplication 

in the frequency domain. 

We also note that in equation (2.6), the convolution operation of the SAR processor assumes that 

the ground scene a(r,-, ^;) is stationary and that only the radar is moving (in the azimuth direction) with 

respect to the coordinate system (r, £ ) . However, in practice, the ocean scene can have significant random 

motion, which if sufficiently large in the azimuth direction can cause defocusing in the image. This can be 

corrected by an azimuth refocusing operation or alternatively it can partially compensated by an azimuth 

resampling or realignment process. And additionally, it was assumed in equation (2.10) that the Backscat

ter field of the two images is relatively unchanged d(r j , C i ) ~ _ Ar, C,2) between closest 

AO = 4ftAr 
between the image pair, which is proportional to the radial velocity of the target U = — , 

(2.11) 
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approaches. This assumption holds only if the scene remains coherent within the time displacement At. In 

some cases this is not true; either because the platform is moving too slowly with respect to a quickly 

changing or decorrelating scene or the baseline separation is too large with respect to the velocity of the 

sensor platform and the wavelength of the radar. 

From the above, we can see that the essential steps of ATI processing, from raw radar data acquisi

tion to output of the final interferogram, include: the basic convolution or match filtering processing to 

form the SLC image pair (called the SAR processing or SAR focussing), Coregistration of the forward 

and aft SLC image pair, Mixing of the SLC image pair to form the complex interferogram, and an optional 

azimuth refocusing process. We show this sequence of processes as a flow diagram in Figure 2.3 below: 
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Figure 2.3 S A R A T I Processing Stages 

2.3 Feature Detection 

Once the raw radar data is transformed, through the basic ATI processes illustrated above, into an 

interferogram containing usable Backscatter and motion information, features and targets may be detected 

and extracted. Although there is sufficient Backscatter bearing magnitude and motion bearing phase 

information in the raw complex interferogram to distinguish large or bright features, without further 

operations, the interferogram appears noisy and cluttered and fine details are not easily distinguishable. 
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Operations in this subsequent phase of processing to reduce noise and clutter, which we will call Feature 

Detection, include: Multilooking, Filtering, and finally Target Detection. Multilooking and filtering 

will be examined in Chapter 3 and target detection will be examined in Chapter 4 and 6. 

2.4 Detection Metrics 

In order to examine the effect of various processing stages on the detectability characteristics of 

features in ATI images, we required a set of metrics to quantify then compare and contrast key features in 

data and images before and after various processing stages and in the final form interferogram images. 

The characteristics that are of most interest to us in this work are those that relate to detection, 

which we define here as the observation of sufficient characteristics of a feature to identify it as being or 

belonging to an expected target. We chose Contrast and Image Target to Background Ratio (TBR), an 

analogue of Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR), because these are the two basic criteria by which two common 

numeric detectors, the general non-adaptive Maximum-Likelihood detector and a common adaptive CFAR 

/ Neyman-Pearson detector, select detection thresholds. Contrast and TBR are discussed below in detail. 

A more extended discussion of basic numeric detection theory and its application to ship wake features in 

ATI images is included as Appendix B. 

We note that, although we confine our primary observations to quantitative (numeric) results, we 

also include visual presentations of features in the discussions of subsequent chapters to qualitatively 

support quantitative observations and conclusions. It should also be noted that we also considered pattern, 

linearity, and persistence as important detection criteria. However, like visual detectability which is not 

easily quantifiable, we have avoided their treatment in this current work. Possible future work, however, 

could include an assessment of pattern and linearity detection and their inclusion in a generalized SAR ATI 

ship wake detector. 

2.4.1 Contrast 

Contrast is defined here as the relative level of a feature's characteristic signal above its 

background. In this research, the characteristic signal is either interferometric magnitude, which is related 

to radar Backscatter, or interferometric phase, which is related to velocity. In this study we define and use 

a non-dimensional Contrast Index, CI, which is a weighted sum of normalized general and local 

background differences, defined according to Weber's law [8]. It is expressed as follows: 
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CI = 0.7 eature eature 

scene 

.scene (2.12) 

where U. is the ensemble average of signal levels in a region and vicinity is defined as the region immedi

ately adjacent to the feature of interest and scene is defined as the ensemble average of the regions in the 

image not containing any features of interest. 

Magnitude or Backscatter Contrast: Contrast in conventional SAR images and the magnitude 

component of interferogram images is the relative radar brightness of a target above the mean brightness of 

its surroundings. The term brightness is appropriate to describing radar Backscatter because its analogy to 

visual luminance is quite close and standard SAR images tend to look very photograph-like. 

Brightness in Backscatter or magnitude images of the ocean is a function of several factors, 

primarily the presence and number of Bragg resonant scatterers on the surface, the incidence angle of the 

radar beam, the local tilt angle of the surface, and velocity bunching. Ocean features are primarily imaged 

through Bragg resonant scattering and, to a lesser degree, by velocity bunching. On the ocean surface, the 

primary Bragg scatterers are very short scale wind-generated capillary waves, whose presence and strength 

is determined primarily by wind speed. Features are generally imaged by their modulation or damping of 

these waves. The Backscatter contrast of a feature is directly influenced by the density of Bragg scatterers 

and their modulated strength. Incidence angle directly influences the general brightness of the ocean 

background. Low incidence angles, particularly in spaceborne SAR images, result in specular reflection 

and bright ocean background, making it difficult to distinguish small features. Higher incidence angles, 

generally the case in airborne SAR images, result in more diffuse reflection and relatively dark ocean 

background, making it easier to detect smaller features. However, at low incidence angles, there is less 

return from all surface roughness, reducing the visibility of features (such as turbulent wakes and internal 

waves) which are imaged predominantly by the damping effect of Bragg scatters. Likewise, the local 

incidence angle or tilt angle of the surface influences radar brightness. However, unlike incidence angle, 

which determines the general brightness and range of brightness of the entire scene, the local brightness 

features and regions in a scene may vary significantly from the mean brightness of the scene because of 

their tilt angle. Two regions having equal density and strength of Bragg scatterers and imaged at the same 

general incidence angle may have differing Tightness depending if their tilt angles are different. This is 

more applicable to very long waves travelling in the range direction. Backscatter contrast then is a 

function of wind speed and incidence angle of the sensor as well as its modulation of Bragg scatterers and 

its tilt angle. 
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Phase or Velocity (Motion) Contrast: In SAR ATI, interferometric phase is a measure of the 

surface radial velocity of scatterers and the Doppler spectrum in the scene (this will be shown in more 

detail in Chapter 4). Phase contrast is therefore the spatial differential velocity (i.e. differential motion 

over space) and the spatial difference of Doppler frequencies in the scene. 

Unlike radar Backscatter, the velocity of a feature is less dependent on the incidence angle of the 

sensor or on the local tilt angle of the feature or its background than surface current or wind speed. Differ

ential velocity, and therefore phase contrast, is only loosely dependent on wind speed and Bragg scatterers. 

It is loosely dependent on wind and Bragg scattering in the sense that the wind may impart a general 

velocity to the ocean background which will be detected by phase and in that because ATI is still a form of 

radar, it still needs a minimum amount of Bragg scattering in order to 'see' the scatterers that make up the 

visible surface, however the density of Bragg scatterers does not influence the phase contrast. 

2.4.2 Target to Background Ratio 

We define image Target to Background ratio as the feature excess over the background normalized 

by the local Standard Deviation. This is a statistical quantity has been used by Tough and Ward [9] to 

model the discrimination of interferometric phase signals from areas of two homogeneous surfaces with 

different power spectra. We express image TBR as follows: 

® feature ® vicinity 

where \^feature and |4VjCl-„(-f;), are the mean signal level of the feature and the background and 0"f e a t u r e and 

^vicinity a r e m e standard deviation of feature and local background. The background distribution, C^vicinity 

is measured in small regions of relatively consistent signal levels taken in the vicinity of the target 

feature(s); with each region chosen to avoid any features or significant anomalies. 

It should be noted that we use the term TBR in the detection sense, where our target is a region in 

an image containing an expected feature and the noise is the noise in the background of the image. 

Although Tough & Ward term this 'the analogue of signal to noise' [9], we stress that our use of TBR in 

this research should not be confused with classic receiver sense of SNR, in which the signal is the returning 

radar pulse and the noise is thermal noise in the receiver or antenna system. 
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Chapter 3 Interferogram Processing Analysis 

In this chapter and Chapter 4, we examine the effect and effectiveness of the various processes 

involved in the formation of ATI interferograms from focused SLC image pairs on the visual quality and 

quantitative detectability of ships, wakes and other features in the scene. In this chapter, we examine 

coregistration, azimuth refocusing and pre-detection filtering in detail (and phase calibration and 

multilooking in brief) by analyzing various characteristics of the processed images, including frequency 

distribution and coherence. The effect of the mixing operation will be discussed in Chapter 4 where we 

examine the raw signal information in the SLC image pairs and the Backscatter and motion signal informa

tion after interferogram formation. 

3.1 The CCRS C-band SAR ATI Data Set 

The CCRS C-band SAR ATI sensor is a special configuration of the experimental CCRS airborne 

C/X-band SAR operating aboard a Convair CV580 twin engined turbopropeller aircraft. The radar is 

sidelooking with two antenna systems. The Main (transmit) antenna is mounted on a 3 axis joint inside a 

pod under the empennage (aft section) of the aircraft and the InSAR (Interferometric SAR) receive antenna 

is mounted on a similar 3 axis joint inside a pod on the starboard (right) side of the empennage. The 

InSAR receive antenna is strip-type and measures approximately 1 m in length. In the ATI mode, it is split 

to provide 0.46m displaced forward and aft phase centres. 

The radar can be operated in one of three geometries, or modes: Nadir Mode in which the radar 

views a narrow swath from 0° to 74° off nadir (i.e. out to approx. 22km at an altitude of 21,000 ft.) in high 

resolution (6m in range x 6m in azimuth), Narrow Swath Mode in which it views a narrow swath from 

45° to 76° off nadir in high resolution, and Wide Swath Mode in which the radar views a maximum 

coverage wide swath from 45° to 85° off nadir in low resolution (20m in range x 10m in azimuth). In the 

ATI configuration, the radar is normally operated in Nadir Mode. The published operating characteristics 

of the CCRS C-band ATI are summarized below as Table 3.1 [10]: 

Table 3.1 Operating specifications of the CCRS Convair 580 C-band SAR ATI 

Operating frequency 5.3 GHz (C-band) X=0.0566 m 

Peak Power 64 kW, 16kW, 1.2 kW 

Polarization H transmit, H receive 
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Table 3.1 Operating specifications of the C C R S Convair 580 C-band S A R A T I 

PRF 2.32 or 2.57 Hz/m/s 

(estimated) Noise-Equivalent Backscatter -40dB 

Sensitivity-Time Control (attenuator) 38dB 

Azimuth Beam Width (-3dB) 3.03° 

Elevation Beam Width (-3dB) 28.0° 

Antenna Gain (one-way) 26.0dB 

I,Q sampling frequency 37.5 MHz 

1,0 bandwidth 26.3 MHz 

Its performance specifications, from published calibration tests, are summarized below as Table 

3.2 [11] [12]: 

Table 3.2 Performance specifications of the C C R S Convair 580 C-band S A R A T I 

Along-track pulse separation 0.0195 m 

Along-track antenna separation 0.46 m 

Azimuth (processed) BandWidth 4 degrees (0.0698 radians) 

Range bandwidth 27 MHz 

Radial velocity sensitivity 24 degrees per m/s (0.4189 rad per m/s) 

Unambiguous radial velocity range +/- 7.5 m/s per +/—TZ radians (15 m/s per 2n 
radians) 

Unambiguous azimuth angular range 8.3 degrees (0.1449 rad) 

Reported radial velocity error 2-10 cm/s 

Three CCRS C-band ATI data sets or scenes were used in the work of this study. These scenes 

were collected by CCRS in June and August 1995 during a CCRS West Coast data acquisition campaign 

and the DND MARCOT 95 series of military trials. They are described below as Table 3.3 and a visual 

catalogue of the three scenes and detailed descriptions of their format are included in Appendix C : 

Table 3.3 Sample C-band A T I Data Sets (Scenes) used in Analysis 

Name Catalog # Description Size 

Scene A June 23 Line 4 Pass 2 Continental Shelf off coast 5968 (Az) x 2048 (Rng) pixels 
of Nova Scotia 24 km (Az) x 8 km (Rng) 
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Table 3.3 Sample C-band ATI Data Sets (Scenes) used in Analysis 

Scene B June 23 Line 8 Pass 3 Continental Shelf off coast 2894 (Az) x 2048 (Rng) pixel 
of Nova Scotia 12km(Az)x8km (Rng) 

Scene C August 21 Line 16 Active Pass & Strait of 2804 (Az) x 2048 (Rng) pixels 
Pass 7 Georgia off coast of BC 11 km (Az) x 8.2 km (Rng) 

For convenience, these scenes will herein after be referred to as Scenes A, B, and C. To facili

tate the detailed analysis of ship features in this study, representative ship features were extracted from the 

three scenes as five smaller chip scenes. These chip scenes are listed below in Table 3.4 with a description 

of their principle features, the parent scene from which they were extracted, and their size: 

Table 3.4 Description of Chip Scenes 

Chip# Parent Scene Description of Features Size (pixels) 
rnge x az 

Chip #1 Scene A: 
June 23, Line 4, Pass 

2 

1 x frigate sized ship w/ DTW and 2x 
Kelvin arms. 

512x 1024 

Chip #2 Scene A: 
June 23, Line 4, Pass 

2 

lx wake arm of an unidentified small ves
sel (vessel is not visible). 

256x512 

Chip #3 Scene C: 
Aug 21, Line 16, Pass 

7 

3x pax ferries each w/ DTW, 2x Kelvin 
arms, and stern wake. 

1024x1024 

Chip #4 Scene B: 
June 23, Line 8, Pass 

3 

1 x large bright land feature and current 
shadow. 

1024 x 512 

Chip #5 Scene B: 
June 23, Line 8, Pass 

3 

3x small slow moving ships with little or 
no apparent wakes 

256x1024 

Chip #6 Scene C: 
Aug 21, Line 16, Pass 

7 

lx very long linear wake 256x512 

Chip #7 Scene C: 
Aug 21, Line 16, Pass 

7 

3x small fast moving ships with promi
nent linear wakes trailing 

256x512 

Chip #8 Scene C: 
Aug 21, Line 16, Pass 

7 

Edge of bright land feature and tidal cur
rent. 

1024x256 
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Table 3.4 Description of Chip Scenes 

Chip # Parent Scene Description of Features Size (pixels) 
rnge x az 

Chip A Scene A: 
June 23, Line 4, Pass 

2 

2x frigate sized ships w/ associated turbu
lent and Kelvin wakes 

1034x 1024 

The location of each chip in their respective parent scenes are shown as dashed boxes in Figure 

3.1, Figure 3.2, and Figure 3.3 of Appendix C. 

3.2 S L C Image Quality 

We can verify the proper basic processing or SAR focusing of the SLC image pair by examining 

the azimuth spectrum of a chip of the forward SLC image of Scene A. The spectrum of the forward SLC 

image, extracted by taking 512 point FFTs in the azimuth direction, detecting the spectrum, and averaging 

over 20 range cells (i.e. the representative azimuth spectrum of a representative group of range cells), is 

shown below as Figure 3.1: 

A z i m u t h S p e c t r u m ( A z l i n e 1 0 0 : 1 1 9 ) 
0 .060 h i i t i i i t i [ i i i i i i i i i i i i J i 

0 .050 E-

•E 0 . 0 3 0 E" 
Cn 
O 
3- z 

0 . 0 2 0 E-

0.010 E-

0 .000 E i . 
O 100 2 0 0 3 0 0 4 0 0 5 0 0 6 0 0 

A z i m u t h F r o q u o n c y (Bin #) 

Figure 3.1 Azimuth spectrum of 20 range cells 

We can see from this figure that the information content of the signal is confined to within the first 

2/5 of the azimuth spectrum. This is because the PRF of the radar is approximately 2.5 times the Doppler 

bandwidth generated by the 1 m transmit antenna, and only 3 degrees of the azimuth beamwidth was 

processed by the azimuth matched filter. This corresponds to about 184 Hz of processed bandwidth at 100 

m/s, when the PRF is 464 Hz. It can be seen that the azimuth signal energy extends to about 180 Hz, 
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agreeing with the processed bandwidth. We note that the data has been processed to zero Doppler, as 

expected. 

3.3 Correlation, Phase Noise and Coherence Magnitude 

We noted in equation (2.10) of Section 2.2 that the principal information of interest in ATI interfer-

ograms is the motion bearing spatial domain phase. Ideally in interferograms produced from highly 

correlated SLC image pairs the only phase present is information resulting from the motion of targets in 

the scene. By Correlated1 we mean that the phase in the two images (the forward and aft SLC image pair) 

have a high degree of similarity. However, in practice, phase noise from various sources results in signifi

cant decorrelation, or loss of similarity, which results in loss of target discrimination and velocity estima

tion accuracy in the interferogram. Sources of phase noise include: 

1. spatial misregistration in the SLC image pair; 

2. receiver noise; and 

3. random scatterer motion in the scene. 

In order to maximize the accuracy of the estimation of velocity from phase in the interferogram, it 

is important remove from the SLC image pair as many sources of phase noise as possible. We will 

examine the different processing steps and operations that are employed to remove and reduce phase 

decorrelation in SLC images prior to mixing and in the final raw interferogram. 

3.3.1 Coherence Magnitude 

In order to quantify the effects and effectiveness of an operation, in this case an ATI processing 

stage, to remove or reduce decorrelating phase noise, we need a simple measure of correlation. We chose 

Coherence, a measure of correlation or the similarity between time separated images, as this metric. 

Coherence, y, is defined as the normalized cross-correlation of two signals or images, x and y. It is a 

measure of the correlation or similarity between the images. We can express this in equation form as: 

Y = 
E{xy*} 

(3.1) 

We note that this is image to image correlation as opposed to pulse to pulse correlation which is of con
cern in S A R focusing. 
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where x and y are complex values, and * denotes the complex conjugate. 

In practice, coherence is estimated by taking a sample average over the image pair, x and y, which 

we express as: 

where the domain of the summation is over a small area or Window of the image. By passing a moving 

window across the SLC image pair, calculating their coherence, and assigning the estimated coherence 

value to the central pixel in the averaging window, we can create a 2-dimensional Coherence Map. 

Essentially, this is an averaged interferogram of the SLC images, with the phase of this 'interferogram' 

being the averaged differential phase of the two SLC images and the magnitude, |y|, being the Coherence 

Magnitude (CM). For our purposes, we consider CM a sufficient measure of complex correlation2 and a 

good indication of the quality of interferometric processing. The range of valid CM values is between 0 

and 1, with 1 representing perfect coherence and 0 representing no coherence between the pixels of the 

image pair. The maximum achievable CM in practice is never 1 because residual phase noise (usually from 

the receiver) is present in all practical systems and results in a maximum CM that is slightly lower than 1. 

In calculating CM, it is important that an appropriate window size be used in producing coherence 

maps and calculating CM. The choice of window size is a compromise between statistical smoothness of 

the estimate and estimate bias caused by spatial diversity of differential phase (i.e. radial velocity). For 

statistical smoothness, 10-40 samples are usually averaged, and to minimize the effects of spatial 

diversity, the averaging window is selected to be roughly square in ground coordinates. We select an 

averaging window size of 1 x 19 pixels is selected such that the window size in ground range coordinates is 

sufficiently large and square (4 x 4.1 m), so that we can assume the radial velocity of the scattering 

surfaces is reasonably constant within this area. In this case, the larger-scale spatial diversity of the surface 

velocity field should not bias the local CM estimate. 

C M is affected more by how well the phase matches between the images, as opposed to how well the 
magnitude matches. Thus, C M is a measure of how well matched the phase pattern is between points 
from image to image regardless of the phase change from pixel to pixel. If the phase from pixel to pixel 
in a S L C image is random, but matches well with the phase of the second S L C image, then the C M w i l l 
be high. In this way, C M is a measure of the local standard deviation of differential phase. 

(3.2) 
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CM can also be used as a measure of the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the image, as phase noise in 

a SLC image is directly related to SNR. The relation between SNR and CM is expressed as: 

SNR = J I L (3.3) 

It should be noted that CM is not a linear measure of phase noise and that phase noise produces a larger 

variation of CM in pixels with low CM values than it does with higher CM values. Additionally, pixels 

with lower intensity levels will typically have lower mean CM values due to the fact that their relatively 

higher component of receiver noise leads to higher phase noise. 

3.3.2 Inherent Correlation 

In Section 2.2 we noted that the forward and aft SLC images are nearly identical except for the 

motion of the target between closest approaches of the two antennas. If the baseline separation were small 

(which is true of the 0.5m baseline of the CCRS C-band ATI) and the platform were moving fast (which is 

roughly true of the 126m/s ground speed of the CV-580 aircraft), then the Inherent Correlation or 

correlation prior to any interferometric processing, should be quite high. 

We can verify that this is the case in the CCRS C-band ATI data set by examining the inherent 

correlation of a representative scene. Additionally, we can use the inherent correlation to: 

• validate the assumption that misregistration in ATI SLC images involves only linear 

translation, 

• establish a lower bound of coherence in the ATI SLC image pair, and 

• validate the statistical consistency of the CM estimation technique. 

To accomplish this, we first produced a coherence map, calculated from a 400 pixel by 400 pixel 

region in the centre of the unregistered SLC image pair of Scene A. Its calculated distribution is plotted in 

Figure 3.2 below: 
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Distribution of CM of Unregistered SLC Image Pair 

Coherence Magnitude 

Figure 3.2 Distribution of C M values of unregistered image pair. 

We can see from this distribution that the scene has an average inherent CM value of 0.87 and a 

most probable inherent CM value of around 0.90. This relatively high CM was not unexpected since the 

misregistration (0.5 m) is small compared with the processed resolution (about 1 m). Assuming that 

misregistration is equal everywhere, the high CM values indicates a high degree of inherent coherence in 

the scene; establishing a lower bound of coherence for any subsequent coregistration operation. Receiver 

noise and random scatterer motion, however, will still cause some loss of coherence after the misregistra

tion is corrected. 

Next we calculated the CM variation over azimuth and range and examined the variation and 

distribution. The CM variation over azimuth was calculated from a coherence map of a 200 pixel by 56344 

pixel range band in the middle of the scene. The CM variation over range was calculated from a coherence 

map of a 1250 pixel by 200 pixel azimuth band in the middle of the scene. These are shown below as 

Figure 3.3. 
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Coherence Magnitude vs Range 
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Figure 3.3 Variation of C M over azimuth and range 

We can see from this figure that the variation of CM from pixel to pixel in both azimuth and range 

was quite small, on the average of between +/- 0.015, indicating that there is little statistical variation 

between samples. This shows that the averaging window used, 21 pixels in azimuth by 4 pixels in range, to 

estimate CM is large enough to give acceptable statistical smoothness. 

We can also see that the CM variation over the azimuth strip was negligible. This would appear to 

validate the assumption that decorrelation due to misregistration arises from linear translation only (i.e. a 

constant spatial shift in azimuth and/or range) with little or no effect from any stretching or rotation. If 

there were a scale change or a rotation between the two SLC images, we would expect that the CM would 

exhibit a variation over azimuth. This is what would be expected from the geometry of the small baseline 

along-track separation. 

It is also noted that the CM value dropped by approximately 0.01 from near to far range. This 

small drop in CM is caused by a drop in SNR over range. The fact that the change in CM is so small is an 

indication that the SNR is sufficiently high that receiver noise is not having a great effect on coherence. 
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3.4 Coregistration 

The largest source of decorrelating phase noise in ATI images is spatial misregistration in the SLC 

image pair. We showed in equation (2.10) of Section 2 .2 that this decorrelation was of the form of a 

frequency domain phase offset and that it was due to the physical displacement of the two antenna phase 

centres. It can be seen from this equation that the misregistration can be removed by a coregistration 

operation, which can be implemented either as a resampling in the spatial domain or a phase multiply in 

the frequency domain. 

In operation, coregistration of two images requires: 

1. an estimation of the amount and direction of the spatial misregistration; and 

2. a correction for the misregistration by removing the spatial shift in one of the images. 

Techniques for determining the direction and amount of misregistration include: 

1. estimation from the known physical geometry of the sensor. In the case of airborne 

ATI, the spatial shift is often assumed to be an azimuth shift equal to one half the dis

tance between antenna phase centres; or 

2. determination by an iterative search in which successive (rule based) shifts are applied 

until a specific metric is maximized. Rules and metrics commonly used in general 

coregistration include: point target or feature matching, maximization of local 

CM (with and without fringe frequency compensation), minimization of phase resi

dues, and maximization of the contrast of fringe lines. 

Spatial misregistration between image pairs is generally corrected in two steps: a correction for 

integer size shifts and a correction for sub-pixel size shifts. Integer sized pixel shifts are quite easily 

corrected by simply changing the index of pixels in one of the two images. Sub-pixel shift correction is 

more involved and is generally accomplished by some form of resampling or interpolation. For simplicity, 

the term, 'shift' is often used generally to mean the more complicated sub-pixel shift portion of the 

operation and is often used interchangeably to mean interpolation. Some common sub-pixel shift methods 

include: 

1. time (spatial) domain resampling using a spline fitted interpolator; 

Although C M is essentially the result of a correlation operation, most C M maximization methods do not 
use the C M itself as a measure of the amount of corrective shifting required, but rather it is used as an 
indicator of when the correct shift has been found by iteration. 
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2. time (spatial) domain resampling using a sinc-fitted FIR interpolation filter ; 

3. oversample, integer shift, subsample; and 

frequency domain phase multiply. 4. 

3.4.1 Misregistration estimation methods 

We examined two misregistration estimation methods, a 1-D azimuth a priori determined shift and 

a 2-D exhaustive iterative search shift estimation. We use CM as a metric to compare the effectiveness of 

the two methods. 

The 1-D a priori shift estimation is not actually an estimation method but rather an assumption; 

that the optimum misregistration can be determined a priori from the geometry of the ATI system. This 

assumption is based on a) the misregistration being constrained in the azimuth direction; and b) the 

misregistration being continuous throughout the data or scene. In the case of the CCRS C-band ATI, the 

misregistration is assumed to be one half the phase separation of the antenna or 0.23m. Given an azimuth 

resolution of 0.216m/pixel, this translates into a shift of 1.1 azimuth pixels. In the following analysis, the 

corrective azimuth shift was implemented as a time domain convolution with a 4-point cubic spline 

interpolation kernel. This is the method routinely employed by CCRS to coregister ATI SLC image pairs. 

Exhaustive 2-D iterative search estimators are commonly employed in coregistration of Across-

Track Interferometric (XTI) SLC image pairs, where the above two assumptions cannot be made. In these 

estimators, misregistration is determined by taking regular samples in the image pair and iteratively 

shifting samples in one image until a particular metric is either maximized or minimized. In this case we 

use CM as the metric operating on a window size of 50 x 50 pixels. Iterative estimate/shifting stops when 

CM is maximized locally and the CM variation is less than 1/10000. The corrective bulk (linear) azimuth 

shift is applied by a frequency domain phase multiply and any required corrective bulk range shift is 

applied by FIR filtering using a Hamming weighted sine interpolation filter. The two resampling filters in 

the azimuth and range directions allow for variable shifts in range and azimuth as well as rotation; 

essentially giving 3 degrees of freedom. This assumes unimodal CM maximum as borne out in Figure 3.5 

The SLC image pair of scene A was coregistered using a 1-D a priori determined shift with a 4-

point cubic spline interpolation shift and coregistered using a 2-D iterative search (CM maximization) 

4 interpolation methods 1 and 2 can both be modeled as a time domain interpolation using a short length 
F I R filter; with either a spline fit or windowed sine fit. In the present implementation, the spline interpo
lation is modeled as a numeric fit to a polynomial . 
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estimator developed for spaceborne XTI by Mike Seymour of the UBC Radar Remote Sensing Group. 

After forming a coherence map of a 128 x 128 pixel in the centre of the registered image pairs, the CM 

distribution of each was computed and compared with the (inherent) CM of the unregistered image pair. 

This is shown below as Figure 3.4. Only the significant CM value range from 0.8 to 1.0 is shown. 

Distr ibut ion of C o h e r e n c e Magni tude (Expanded S c a l e ) 
6000 

m 4000 
<u 
X 

CL 

=tfc 

2000 

0 
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Coherence Magnitude 

Figure 3.4 Relative CM performance of various coregistration techniques 

From this figure, we can see that both estimation and shift methods improved CM considerably 

over the original unregistered image pair. However, it would appear that the 2-D iterative search using CM 

maximization method did not perform as well as the 1-D a priori determined shift. We suspect that this is 

because the 2-D estimation and subsequent 3 degrees of freedom resampling (shift) introduces more phase 

noise than the 1 degree of freedom (azimuth only) shift of the cubic spline interpolator; since all practical 

interpolators cannot produce exact shifts. 

Thus it would appear then that 1-D a priori determined estimate of misregistration is sufficient for 

this type of data. Further, it would appear that limiting the shift operations to only one degree of freedom 

(azimuth translation only) minimizes the introduction of phase noise from imperfect interpolators. 

3.4.2 Verify Optimal Azimuth Shift 

We examine the correctness of the a priori determined shift estimate of 1.1 pixels by comparing it 

to the optimal azimuth shift which achieves maximum CM in the image pair. We determine this optimal 
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value by shifting the aft image in small shift increments until CM is maximized. Starting with the unregis

tered SLC image pair, the aft image was shifted in units of 0.1 pixels in azimuth, and the CM measured at 

each shift. Curves of CM versus shift were also computed for shifts in units of 0.02 pixels and 0.01 pixels 

in azimuth. 

Azimuth pixel shifts were implemented by a frequency-domain interpolator, where a phase ramp 

in azimuth was used to shift the aft image the specified amount. A feature-less region of 128 x 2048 pixels 

in the centre of the Scene A was selected as the sample chip. As the interpolator, which implements a 

circular shift, has end effects, the CM was measured over a 128 x 1600 area in the middle of the chip. CM 

was calculated using a window of size 1x19, spaced at every 10th pixel to ensure a reasonable degree of 

statistical independence. 

Figure 3.5 shows the plot of the CM versus pixel shift for shifts in units of 0.1, 0.02, and 0.01 
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pixels. 
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Figure 3.5 Coherence Magnitude of registration over various azimuth shift 

Figure 3.5a shows the CM curve between 0.0 pixels and 1.5 pixels evaluated at shift intervals of 1/ 

10 pixel. We can see from this curve that as expected, the best shift is 1.1 pixels. Beyond 1.1 pixel shifts, 

the CM gradually drops off. Figure 3.5b and 3.5c show the CM curve for the data re-evaluated between the 

shift intervals of 1.00 pixels and 1.20 pixels at shift intervals of 1/50 and 1/100 pixels respectively. 

Calculated CM values around the optimal shift at each precision level are summarized below as Table 3.5: 

Table 3.5 C M vs. 1/50 and 1/100 Pixel Shifts 

1/10 pixel precision 1/50 pixel precision 1/100 pixel precision 

Shift CM Shift CM Shift CM 

1.0 0.960144 1.08 0.960956 1.10 0.960999 

1.1 0.960999 1.10 0.960999 1.11 0.961002 
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Table 3.5 C M vs. 1/50 and 1/100 Pixel Shifts 

1/10 pixel precision 1/50 pixel precision 1/100 pixel precision 

Shift CM Shift CM Shift CM 

1.2 0.960261 1.12 0.960985 1.12 0.960985 

It would appear from Table 3.5 above, that the optimum azimuth pixel shift, to a precision of 1/ 

100 of a pixel, is actually 1.11 pixels. The maximum error in CM resulting from restricting shifts to 1/50 

of a pixel is at most 0.00015 (calculated between 1.11 and 1.13 and between 1.10 and 1.12) and at most 

0.00074 from restricting shifts to 1 / l 0 of a pixel (calculated between 1.1 and 1.2 and between 1.11 and 

1.21 pixels). In this data, the improvement in CM between a pixel shift of 1.1 and 1.11 is only 0.000003. 

It would appear then that a precision of 1/10 of a pixel is sufficient for corrective azimuth shifts in this data. 

3.4.3 Verify Accuracy of Cubic Spline Interpolator 

For practical coregistration processes, spatial domain interpolators are preferred over frequency 

domain techniques because of their computational simplicity; and Spline Interpolators5 (implemented as 

either a 4-point or 6-point interpolation kernal) is considered a good choice for ATI. However, short length 

filters, such as the Cubic Spline Interpolator, introduce some phase distortion which can result in decorre

lation and loss of accuracy of resulting interferometric products. The filter coefficients vary with intersam-

ple spacing so the filters have magnitude and phase responses which are different for different intersample 

spacing values. Although it is desireable to have different magnitude values for non-uniform spacing, the 

phase must be preserved over shifts of all spacings, otherwise the phase coherence in the final interfero

gram is distorted and the motion estimate may be lost. Additionally, interpolation introduces aliasing 

terms which result in phase errors and a reduction in coherence [14]. 

We examine the phase distortion, which we use to represent the accuracy, of a typical Cubic 

Spline Interpolation filter by comparing the phase response of a signal shifted by a Cubic Spline with a 

5 [13] A Cubic Spline Interpolation is a sub-pixel fit to a third order polynomial , which has the property of 
being smooth in the first derivative and continuous in the second derivative. The interpolated value, y, for 
the point, x, between integer pixels x- and x- x is estimated by the fol lowing second order differential 

xi + I ~ X 

equation: v = AY- + B V - + ] + C V " - + Dy" + 1 where A = — and B = 1 +A are the coefficients of 
-\/ • 1 -V; 

1 3 3 
the linear case of a general Lagrange interpolation formula and C = -(A' -A)(xl:, , - * • ) and 6 ' ' 

D = I( B

3 - f i ) (* , + | - * / 
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benchmark; the same signal shifted by a frequency domain phase multiply. For this analysis, we used a 

simulated signal generated by adding together a real and imaginary ramp (i.e. a complex signal, of length 

32768 samples, with increasing magnitude and constant phase) and actual data consisting of an azimuth 

line of 32768 range cells extracted from the middle of the first 1/3 of the range swath of the forward SLC 

data of Scene A. The azimuth line was chosen so as not to contain any significant bright features and only 

those pixels well in from the ends of the array were examined in order to avoid the effects of circular 

convolution. 

A plot of the time domain and frequency domain phase distortion of the Cubic Spline interpolator 

for shifts between 0 and 1.2 pixels is shown as Figure 3.6 below. 

(Freq Domain^ Phase Distortion ya Shift (Simulated Signal) plrne Domain̂ ) Phaso Distortion ys Shift (Simulated Signal) 

Figure 3.6 Phase distortion of Cubic Spline Interpolator 

We can see from this plot that the Cubic Spline interpolator is essentially non-phase distorting, 

with a maximum phase distortion of less than 0.004 radians over the range of all fractional pixel shifts. 

3.5 Phase Calibration 

After Coregistration, the two registered SLC images are mixed (i.e. conjugate multiplication). The 
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resulting complex interferogram, contains both velocity information, represented as a phase, and Backscat

ter information, represented as a magnitude (which is actually the intensity of the Backscatter of the two 

SLC images). In practice the phase in the interferogram also contains a DC phase offset. This DC phase is 

unknown a priori, but can be removed by calibration. This can be accomplished by estimating the phase of 

some feature in the scene which has a known velocity of zero (i.e. such as piece of land) and multiplying 

the phase image with a compensating linear function. In scenes where there is no such zero velocity 

feature, the absolute velocity cannot be determined from the phase information in the image. This is the 

case in many of the representative ATI images, taken by the experimental CCRS C-band sensor, used in 

our study. 

3.6 Multi-Looking 

After mixing, images often need to be multi-looked before the image is usable or any targets may 

be detected. This is because the proportion of speckle noise to target pixels is quite large at the output 

resolution of the SAR and ATI processors. Multi-looking reduces speckle noise and the resolution of the 

image. One further benefit of multilooking is that it reduces the resolution of the longer azimuth 

dimension to match that of the range dimension (i.e. a square aspect ratio) to produce a correctly propor

tioned (1:1 aspect ratio) image. For real images, this is often accomplished by simple averaging of range 

lines over a window of the length of the number of looks, where the window is usually Gaussian shaped; 

essentially a Gaussian weighted decimation filter. In the case of the complex interferograms used in this 

study, multilooking was accomplished by a more precise azimuth subsampling of the real and imaginary 

channels using Hanning weighted FIR decimation filters. Each interferogram was averaged 19 times in 

azimuth to give a final resolution of 4m/pixel to match the 4m/pixel range resolution. 

Multi-looking is considered to be well understood technique in general SAR and SAR interferom

etry and will not be treated in any further detail in this report. 

3.7 Azimuth Defocusing Correction 

Decorrelation can arise from random scatter motion in the scene [15]. This can be exhibited in two 

effects on conventional SAR and SAR ATI images. Firstly, any azimuth motion in the scene will cause 

defocusing during SAR processing, because the SAR processor assumes a single focusing velocity figure 

[16]. And secondly, if the rate of scatterer motion, called scene decorrelation time (or ocean coherence 

time in the case of an ocean scene), is sufficiently great with respect to the speed of the sensor and the 
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displacement between antennas, the two images of the same scene will not be phase coherent over the time 

interval and the interferogram will be meaningless. 

In general, azimuth defocusing is more of a problem in Backscatter images than in phase (velocity) 

images. We will examine this in greater detail below. 

Scene decorrelation between acquisition times of the spatially displace antennas, however, is 

potentially a more serious problem for ATI. In the following analysis of azimuth defocusing, we will 

assume, for the moment, that scene decorrelation is not a problem for the CCRS C-band ATI; which has a 

relatively short baseline separation of 0.5 m and a relatively high platform velocity of 126 m/s, viewing 

typical ocean scenes with decorrelation times on the order of 0.05 to 0.1 seconds. This will examine and 

verify this assumption in further detail in Chapter 5. 

3.7.1 Azimuth Refocusing 

For optimal focusing of stationary targets, the matched filter employed in the SAR processor is set 

to the sensor platform's along-track velocity, termed the focus setting of the SAR. When the SAR proces

sor attempts to focus a random or rapidly moving scene (i.e. containing high spatial frequencies with 

respect to the averaging window) using a single (global) fixed non-optimal focus setting, the resulting 

image will be defocused. The effects of azimuth defocusing can be seen as a shift in the position and a 

spread of the energy distribution of pixels containing moving scatterers. Blurring due to shifts in target 

position is from Line of Sight (LOS) or slant range motion and blurring due to pure defocusing is from 

azimuthal motion only. Both effects result in a general smearing or blurring of pixels in azimuth. 

Azimuth defocusing can be corrected by refocusing the image using a matched filter with a new 

focus setting that takes into account the relative azimuthal motion of the scatters [17]. By passing 

defocused targets through the corrective matched filter, the target's energy distribution, which was smeared 

over several azimuth pixels, is recompressed into the narrow spatial profile that is characteristic of a 

properly focussed still target. For ATI, this is an extremely computationally intensive process as it involves 

refocusing both forward and aft SLC images priori to ATI processing. Additionally, if the synthetic 

aperture time is long, the targets' motion may not be linear and the refocusing may not work well. The 

success of refocusing is improved if the scene or target motion is constant. 
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3.7.2 Azimuth Re-alignment 

A promising alternative to computationally intensive azimuth refocusing is Azimuth Re

alignment, a technique currently employed by CCRS to enhance their C-band airborne ATI images. 

Azimuth re-alignment reduces the azimuth smearing in defocused interferograms by correcting for the 

azimuthal shift of pixels elements due to their radial motion. This is accomplished by calculating the 

corrective shift from the interferogram, which is of the form: 

where u is the scatterer's radial velocity estimate, r is slant range to target, and Vis the sensor platform's 

velocity, and applying a corrective resampling. In the case of the CCRS azimuth re-alignment technique, 

corrective resampling is accomplished with a Gaussian windowed interpolation filter. The sum of all the 

re-aligned (Gaussian fitted) pixels results in what is effectively a redistribution of shifted scatterers back 

into a narrower azimuth space. 

We note that azimuth re-alignment only corrects for the positional shift of scatterers due to radial 

motion and does not explicitly address the smearing effect from pure azimuth motion. However, its 

effectiveness in visually enhancing defocused interferograms appears to be quite useful. 

3.7.3 Visual, Spectral and Detection Effects of Azimuth Defocusing 

We can examine the effect of azimuth defocusing by comparing the visual presentation, spectral 

qualities and detectability of features in original (i.e. images which show evidence of defocusing, prior to 

any correction) ATI images and the same image after a corrective azimuth re-alignment operation. For this 

analysis we used Chip #1 of Scene A, which contains a frigate sized ship and three prominent wake 

features: a DTW and two Kelvin Arms. 

Visual Effects: The visual presentation of the original image and azimuth re-aligned phase image 

is shown below as Figure 3.7. 

(3.4) 
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original Backscatter image 

original phase image 

azimuth re-aligned phase image 

Figure 3.7 Original (defocused, unre-aligned) and azimuth re-aligned images of Chip #1 of 
Scene A 

Visually comparing the images, the effect of azimuth defocusing on the presentation of ship wake 

features in ATI interferograms can be observed as an elongation in the azimuth direction of resolution 

cells, a general smearing or blurring of features in the azimuth direction, which appears to be worse in the 

Backscatter image where the distinction between different wake features is blurred out, and lower contrast, 

which appears to be worse in the Backscatter image. 

The corrective re-alignment operation appears to improve the presentation of ship wake features 

in ATI interferograms by narrowing smeared features, particularly the DTW and Kelvin arms of the wake, 

and improve the visual contrast. This can be seen in the bright Kelvin arm (the lower arm) which was 

difficult to distinguish in the original image, but is quite visible in the re-aligned image. Residual defocus

ing effects, in the form of pixel elongation, are still quite evident in the phase image of Figure 3.7b) even 

after azimuth re-alignment. 

Spectral Effects: The computed azimuth and range spectra (magnitude) of the original, azimuth 

re-aligned, and forward SLC image of Chip #1 are shown below as Figure 3.8: 
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Azimuth Spectra of Chip §^ Scene A 
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Figure 3.8 Azimuth and range spectra of forward S L C , original (unre-aligned) interferogram, 
azimuth re-aligned interferogram of Chip #1 of Scene A 

We note that, as expected, the azimuth and range spectrum of the forward SLC image has a smooth 

bell shape that is indicative of the amplitude and phase pattern of the radar antenna. And that the azimuth 

spectrum of the original unre-aligned interferogram also has a smooth bell shape suggestive of the antenna 

pattern. However, the azimuth spectrum of the original interferogram contains relatively more lower 

frequency components than the forward SLC image. This is because the forward SLC image only contains 

target information in magnitude, while its phase is uniformly distributed and contains effectively no target 

information [18]. The phase of the original interferogram, on the other hand, is Gaussian distributed and 

does contain target information; as does the magnitude of the original interferogram. 
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Comparing the azimuth spectrum of the original interferogram with that of the azimuth re-aligned 

interferogram, we note that the original interferogram contains a significant amount of signal energy 

spread across all frequencies, whereas the signal energy of the re-aligned interferogram appears to be 

confined to within the first half of the spectrum, 0.5^ where is the Nyquist rate. Those components of 

the original interferogram which are in the higher frequencies would contribute to what may be perceived 

by a detector as noise. We observe then that the corrective re-alignment operation appears to have 

redistributed higher frequency components back into the information bearing lower frequencies. This 

would appear to have a similar effect to that of simple low pass filtering, which attenuates higher frequency 

components. 

In range, the re-alignment operation appears to have added or increased the level of some higher 

frequency components. The cause of this effect is unexplained. 

Detectability Effects: The computed detection metrics of the four features (the ship, DTW and 2 

Kelvin arms) in the original image and the azimuth re-aligned phase image of Chip #1 of Scene A are 

listed in Table 3.6 below for comparison: 

Table 3.6 Comparison of detection metrics of features in original (defocused, unre-aligned) 
and azimuth re-aligned phase images 

Original (defocused) Azimuth Re-aligned 

feature Contrast 
Index TBR 

Size 
(1000m2) 

Contrast 
Index TBR 

Size 
(1000m2) 

Ship 0.46 0.53 86 0.43 0.22 46 

DTW 0.04 0.29 138 0.30 0.50 144 

Brt Kelvin Arm 0.04 0.32 129 0.32 0.52 96 

Dark Kelvin 
Arm 

0.004 0.14 86 0.03 0.20 86 

We see, in Table 3.6, that the azimuth re-alignment operation appears to have increased the 

contrast of wake features by a factor of between 7.5 and 10 and improved TBR by about 1.5dB to 2.5dB. 

Additionally, the apparent size of some features, such as the ship and the bright Kelvin wake, which have 

more extent in azimuth than in range, have been reduced. This would appear to agree with our visual 

observation, which was that wake features were more distinct after re-alignment. And our spectral 

observations, that higher frequency components, which may be confused with clutter, are redistributed into 

lower frequencies, where they were easier to distinguish from clutter. The exception to this general 
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improvement effect was the bright ship target, whose contrast and TBR appeared to have been reduced 

somewhat by the re-alignment operation. 

3.8 Pre-Detection Filtering 

The visual presentation and detectability of target features prior to feature detection can be 

improved by filtering the interferogram. Various types of filters can be employed, including adaptive 

filters, band-pass filters, non-linear spatial filters, spin filters, etc.... The most general and useful filtering, 

however, is simple Low Pass (LP) filtering to remove the higher frequency components in the interfero

gram that would otherwise be mistaken by a detector (or the human eye) as noise and clutter. We can see 

this by examining the range and azimuth spectra of a representative image chip, a sub-chip region within it 

containing no features, and a sub-chip region containing prominent targets, such as wake features. The 

spectra of Chip #3 of Scene C, which contains 3 passenger ferries and trailing DTW and Kelvin wake 
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features, is shown below as Figure 3.9. 
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Figure 3.9 Azimuth and range spectra of Chip #3 and background and feature sub-chips 

The azimuth spectrum of the larger chip image was computed by taking 1028 point FFTs of range 

lines of the complex interferogram chip and averaging the magnitude results of 1028 lines. The range 

spectrum was similarly computed by taking 1028 point FFTs of azimuth lines and averaging the magnitude 

results over 1028 lines. The smaller feature region and background region sub-chips were calculated using 

512 point FFTs. The larger chip spectra were averaged to 512 points and overlaid on the plots of the 

spectra of the smaller sub-chips for comparison. We are comparing the spectrum of the feature region and 

background regions in an attempt to isolate the frequencies of the features from the background. 
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From the azimuth spectra we can see that the azimuth spectrum of the larger chip, the background 

sub-region and feature sub-region all appear to be similarly distributed over frequency, with 99% of the 

signal energy in all three regions contained within a band below 0.62fN , making the extraction of target 

components from just azimuth spectrum quite difficult. However, we note that the signal level in the 

feature region drops to 25% (the -6dB point) at about 0.25%, which we choose as the cut-off frequency of 

an azimuth LP filter. 

From the range spectra, we note that the spectrum of the larger chip region and the background 

region sub-chip are nearly identical. However, the range spectra of the feature region is quite different. The 

most prominent difference is the presence of a very large component centred around 0.25%. This probably 

corresponds to periodic stern wakes in the feature region sub-chip. We also note that the signal level of the 

feature region spectrum drops to 50% (the -3dB point) and that of the background region drops to 25% (the 

-6dB point) at about 0.08%, which we choose as the cut-off frequency of a range LP filter. We chose to 

ignore the stern ripple wake at 0.25fN because we did not consider it to be as significant a wake signature 

as either the DTW or Kelvin arms. We note that stern wakes are rarely seen and these are likely only 

visible because they are range travelling and unaffected by azimuth defocusing. We also note that there is 

significant noise between 0.25% and 0.08% which would contribute to degrading detection. 

3.8.1 Filter Implementation 

The azimuth low pass filter was implemented as a 64 point Hanning weighted FIR filter with a 

cutoff frequency of 0.25% and ripple suppression of better than 50dB. The filter coefficients were 
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generated by IDL and the time and frequency response of the azimuth is shown below as Figure 3.10: 

T i m e R e s p o n s e o f A z i m u t h F i l t e r , f h i g h = 0 . 2 5 f n , 6 4 t a p s , 5 0 d B r i p p l e 
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F r e q R e s p o n s e o f A z i m u t h F i l t e r , f h i g h = 0 . 2 5 f n , 6 4 t a p s , 5 0 d B r i p p l e 

Figure 3.10 Az imuth filter response 

The range low pass filter was implemented as a 16 point Hanning weighted FIR filter with a cutoff 

frequency of 0.08fN and ripple suppression of better than 50dB. The filter coefficients were generated by 

IDL and the time and frequency response of the range filter is shown below as Figure 3.11: 

T i m e R e s p o n s e o f R a n g e F i l t e r , f h i g h = 0 . 0 8 f n , 1 6 t a p s , 5 0 d B r i p p l e 

F r e q R e s p o n s e o f R a n g e F i l t e r , f h i g h = 0 . 0 8 f n , 1 6 t a p s , 5 0 d B r i p p l e 

2 0 
F r e q u e n c y ( b i n s ) 

Figure 3.11 Range filter response 
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Filtering is applied to the complex data and 2-D low pass filtering is accomplished by applying the 

azimuth filter first, followed by the range filter. The size of each filter was chosen to be as large as 

possible, to achieve the best smoothing, but was limited to less than twice the size of the aspect of the 

desired feature in that dimension, in order to preserve as much fine detail as possible. I n range, we selected 

a 16 point filter and in azimuth we selected a 64 point filter. The azimuth filter is much longer than the 

range filter because features in azimuth are much more 'stretched' in azimuth because of defocusing than 

in range. With proper azimuth refocusing, the size of the azimuth filter can be reduced. We also note that 

our filter parameters were selected to enhance the detection of wake features and as a result may not be 

optimal for bright ship and bright land targets, whose Backscatter and phase signature may contain 

sidelobe artifacts, high signal levels and sharp transitions; all of which degrade the performance of low 

pass filters over these regions. 

3.8.2 Filter Performance 

We first examine the performance of the filters on a simple test signal. The complex test signal 

contained high and low signal level features and sharp and smooth transition in magnitude, with a 

constantly varying phase, which are typical of actual ocean scenes. The magnitude and phase of the test 

signal and magnitude and phase response of the azimuth and range filters is shown below as Figure 3.12 
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Magnitude of lest Signal Magnitude oi Test Signal 
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Magnilude oi test Signal after fPF, cutoff = 0.25fn, 64taps, 50dB ripple Magnitude of Test Signal offer tPF, cutoff - O.OBfn, I6taps, 50dB ripple 

0 500 1000 1500 2000 0 5» 1000 1500 HX 

Phase of Test Signal oiler fPF, culoff = 0.25fn, Wtops, 50dB rippfe Phase of Test Signal after tPF, cutoff = 0.08fn, 16tops, 50dB ripple 

0 500 1000 1500 2000 0 500 1MO ISM 200C 

Azimuth Filter Performance Range Filter Performance 

Figure 3.12 Azimuth and range filter performance on signals with sharp transitions and phase 
wraparound 

We can see that the azimuth filter (and to a small extent, the range filter) contains a phase artifact at 

sharp transitions from and to very low signal levels. This is due to phase ambiguity at low signal levels and 

results in 'zebra' like patterns at the edge of transitions between bright land features (or ships) and very 

dark ocean in phase images. This is considered only a minor nuisance and no attempt was made to correct 

this in this study. 

Visual Performance: We can evaluate the visual performance of the filters by visually comparing 

the unfiltered, azimuth filtered, range filtered, and 2-D azimuth/range filtered phase image of Chip #1 of 

Scene A, shown below as Figure 3.13. 
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Range LP Filtered (cutoff = 0.08 F I Phase Image of Chip #1, June 23 Line 4 Pass 2 

(1) 

2-D Range and Azimuth Filtered Phase Image of Chip #1, June 23 Line 4 Pass 2 

Figure 3.13 Unfiltered, azimuth LP filtered, range LP filtered and 2-D LP filtered phase images of 
Chip #1 Scene A 

We can see that unfiltered image, Figure 3.13a), and azimuth filtered image, Figure 3.13b), are 

quite similar, indicating that the effect of the 0.25% azimuth filter is quite negligible. And in the range 

filtered image, Figure 3.13a), we can see that the background is quite a bit smoother and the ship and wake 

features are more distinct; indicating that range filtering is more effective than azimuth filtering in improv

ing visual presentation. Comparing the range filtered image with the 2-D filtered image, Figure 3.13d), we 

observe that, although there is more smoothing in the 2-D filtered image, the visual presentation and the 
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distinction of features in the two images are quite similar; indicating that the incremental benefit of 2-D 

filtering over simple 1-D range filtering is small. 

The unfiltered and 2-D filtered images of all other Chips of Scenes A, B, and C are shown in 

catalogue form at Appendix D for additional visual comparisons. 

Detection Performance: We can evaluate the detection performance of the 1-D filters by compar

ing the detection metrics of the unfiltered, azimuth 1-D filtered, and range 1-D filtered phase images of 

Chip #1, which were measured and are listed below as Table 3.7 for comparison: 

Table 3.7 Comparison of detection metrics of features in unfiltered, range filtered and 
azimuth phase image of Chip #1 

Unfiltered Azimuth Filtered Range Filtered 

feature 
Contrast 

Index TBR Contrast 
Index 

TBR Contrast 
Index TBR 

Ship 0.43 0.22 1.51 0.93 0.90 1.18 

DTW 0.30 0.50 0.33 0.58 0.27 0.88 

Dark Kelvin 
Arm 

0.32 0.52 0.32 0.58 0.29 0.89 

Bright 
Kelvin Arm 

0.13 0.09 0.02 0.21 0.02 0.45 

From Table 3.7 we can see that filtering has negligible effect on contrast (the bright ship and bright 

Kelvin arm features being the exception) but dramatic effect on TBR; with TBR gains of between 0.5dB 

and 6dB from azimuth filtering and between 2dB and 7dB for range filtering. 

And we can verify our visual observations that range filtering has greater incremental benefit on 

TBR than azimuth filtering. 

We can evaluate the performance of 2-D low pass filtering by comparing the detection metrics of 

the unfiltered and 2-D filtered phase images of both Chip #1 of Scene A, and Chip #3 of Scene C, which 
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were measured and are listed below as Table 3.8: 

Table 3.8 Comparison of detection metrics of features in unfiltered and filtered phase images 

Unfiltered 2-D Filtered 

feature Contrast 
Index TBR 

Size 
(1000m2) 

Contrast 
Index TBR 

Size 
(1000m2) 

Chip #1 Ship 0.43 0.22 46 0.90 1.21 84 

Chip #1 DTW 0.30 0.50 144 0.29 0.90 308 

Chip #1 Dark 
Kelvin Arm 

0.32 0.52 96 0.29 0.90 240 

Chip #1 Bright 
Kelvin Arm 

0.13 0.09 86 0.02 0.46 203 

Chip #3 Ship 2.72 0.62 60 7.72 14.15 58 

Chip #3 DTW 0.17 0.32 241 0.17 0.55 396 

Chip #3 Kelvin 
Arm 

0.11 0.35 36 0.06 0.60 211 

Chip #3 Stern 
Wake 

0.03 0.07 n/a not visible not visible n/a 

From Table 3.8 we can see that, as expected, there is negligible effect on contrast due to low pass 

filtering; the exception being very bright point target features, whose contrast are actually reduced by low 

pass filtering in some cases. The improvement in TBR due to low pass filtering, however, is quite evident 

in all features; with TBR gains of between 2.3dB and 13dB and the best TBR gains being observed in 

bright features such as ships and bright Kelvin arms. 

Comparing these figures with those of Table 3.7, we can see that there is only a 0.05dB to O.ldB 

(or less than less than 2.5%) difference between the TBR of the 2-D filtered images and 1-D range filtered 

image, indicating that range low pass filtering alone is responsible for over 97.5% of the total TBR gain 

due to filtering. 

The apparent larger improvement in TBR due to range filtering over azimuth filtering may be 

explained by noting that the subject chip images had been multilooked / subsampled by 19 in azimuth in 

order to remove speckle noise and achieve a 1:1 aspect ratio (i.e. square pixels); multilooking being 

essentially an azimuth averaging or filtering operation. Additionally, we note that the azimuth re

alignment process, which we noted in 3.7 effectively behaves as a low pass filtering operation. In contrast, 
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the image was not subsampled in range and the range cells were essentially unaffected by azimuth 

defocusing or the azimuth re-alignment operation. This is quite significant in real-time ATI applications, 

where range line (azimuth) filtering could be eliminated to reduce overall computation. In the analysis of 

the remainder of this report, however, all images were 2-D LP filtered prior to detection for consistency. 
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Chapter 4 Signal Information Analysis 

In Chapter 3 we examined the effect of the interferometric processing stages (other than mixing) 

on the visual, spectral and detection characteristic of features in the interferogram. This essentially 

examined how these processes modified and/or improved the coherence, frequency distribution, signal to 

noise ratio, and contrast and, thereby, the ultimate usability of the information content already present in 

the interferogram. In this chapter we examine the mixing operation, which forms the interferogram; 

essentially forming or creating the unique motion information from the raw coherent radar data. By 

examining the effect of this operation on the signal information content of the radar prior to and after 

interferometric processing, we can describe the form of the information presented by ATI (both motion and 

Backscatter) and determine the improvement to detection of ships and wakes from a signal information 

aspect. 

In Section 2.2 of Chapter 2, we showed that the baseline separation between forward and aft 

antennas of the ATI configuration creates a time difference between images acquired by the two antennas, 

resulting in a time domain phase difference that bears the motion information in the scene, and that a 

conjugate multiplication, or mixing of the two SLC images after coregistration extracts this phase 

component. We can represent the mixing operation as an autocorrelation of the complex Backscatter field 

from each antenna as [19]: 

where B(t) is the complex Backscatter field (i.e. the radar return signal) received by one of the antennas 

and B(t-T) is the complex Backscatter field received by the other antenna; with X being the time lag result

ing from the spatial separation between them and the resulting complex interferogram, R(x), having a 

magnitude component, representing the correlated Backscatter of scatterers in the scene, and a phase 

component, representing the motion of scatterers in the scene. 

4.1 Interferogram Magnitude 

We can examine the effect of mixing on the Backscatter of the radar by representing corresponding 

pixels in an SLC image pair as closely correlated Gaussian random variables expressed as: 

R(X) = E[B(t)B*(t-x)] (4.1) 

B(t) = I(t)e 
j(wt) 

and B(t-x) = I(t-x)e (4.2) 
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where I(t) and I(t-T) are the magnitude components and COt and CO(t-T) are the phase. Substituting these 

expressions into the autocorrelation relation as: 

R(x) = E[I(t)I(t -x)ej™] (4.3) 

and taking the magnitude of the autocorrelation, 

\R(x)\ = \E[(I(t)ejw!)(I(t-x)e-JW'e^))\ (4.4) 
= E[I(t)I(t-x)] 

~E[I(t)2] 

we have an expression for the magnitude of the interferogram, which shows that the magnitude of the 

interferogram can be considered to be equivalent to the square of the Backscatter magnitude or intensity of 

2 

a single antenna image, {I(t)} . This is true so long as the spatial correlation between the Backscatter 

fields from the two antennas is high; which is a reasonable assumption for an ocean scene; so long as T is 

smaller than the coherence time of the scene. If X is greater than the coherence time of the scene, the two 

signals received by the antenna have a reduced correlation and less information is obtained by interferom

etry [21]. 

Thus it can be seen that the magnitude image of an ATI interferogram is actually Backscatter 

intensity, which is essentially equivalent to the square of a conventional SAR image. However, we can 

show that Backscatter intensity from interferometric magnitude actually gives us an improvement in signal 

information quality over that which would be expected from the Backscatter magnitude of a conventional 

SAR image. This we can do by examining the noise rejecting property of the dual antenna configuration 

and mixing operation. 

4.2 Backscatter Noise Rejection 

Using equation (4.3), we can examine the Backscatter noise or magnitude error of the autocorrela

tion equation. Given multiplicative, Nj, and additive noise, nv components due to speckle and receiver 

noise in the two returned signals expressed as: 

= iV,.-./(0 + n , (4.5) 
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and 

\xl\ ~ ^2 ' ~t) + n2 (4.6) 

where N] and N 2 are correlated with a Rayleigh distribution and nj and n 2 are uncorrelated, zero 

mean and Gaussian, we can derive an expression for the mean and variance of the autocorrelation, X1X2, as: 

|i?(0l = E(\xxx2\) = £ ( A ^ ! i V 2 / ( 0 / ( f - T ) ) (4.7) 

and 

var(\R(x)\) = £ ( ( 7 V 1 7 V 2 / ( f ) / ( ? - T ) ) 2 ) - J r I ( i V 1 i V 2 / ( 0 / ( ? - T ) ) 2 (4.8) 

We note that the variance of the magnitude of the autocorrelation can be approximated to: 

var(\R(T)\)~var(\NI(t)\2) = E(\NI(t)\4) - E(\NI(t)\2)2 (4.9) 

which is essentially the variance of the faded with the uncorrelated additive noise rejected by the 

autocorrelation. 

In contrast, the mean and variance of the square of a single image (ie. intensity) are: 

= E{N]l\t)) + E{n]) (4.10) 

and 

var{ x\ ) = £ (A^/ 4 (0) + E{n\) - E{N\l2{t)) - 2 • E{n\)E{N]l2{t)) - E{n]) (4.11) 

We note that in this case both the multiplicative (speckle) and additive (receiver) noise terms are 

completely correlated and the expression cannot be reduced. The resulting variance expression: 
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var{x]) = var{\NI(t)\2) + var(n\)-2-E{n])E(N]l2{t))-E{n\) (4.12) 

can be seen as the sum of the variance of the faded image and additive noise minus the product of 

the mean of the two. We note that the term var(n])-2 E{n2)E{N2I2(t)) - E(n2)2 is non-zero and suspect that 

it is quite small. 

Comparing equations (4.9) and (4.12), we can see that the ATI configuration and the mixing 

operation results in essentially a filtering or rejection of uncorrelated noise (i.e. speckle) and that the 

representation of the Backscatter of a scene by SAR ATI should be somewhat improved over the represen

tation of the Backscatter of a scene by conventional single antenna SAR. We can also verify this by visual 

observation, analysis of the distribution of the Backscatter signal, and analysis of the detection statistics. 

4.2.1 Visual Comparison 

The single antenna (fwd) magnitude and intensity and ATI magnitude images of a chip of Scene A 

is shown below as Figure 4.1 a) and c): 

Rnge V 

a) Backscatter Magnitude 
Forward Antenna 

b) (Backscatter Magnitude)' 
Forward Antenna 

c) Backscatter Intensity 
Dual antennas 

Figure 4.1 Backscatter images acquired by single and dual antennas - Chip A of Scene A 

The chip scene here has dimensions of 1024 pixels x 1024 pixels in range and azimuth with a 
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nominal resolution of 4m x 4m per pixel. The main features in the scene are two frigate-sized ship (travel

ling towards the upper right corner of the image) and their wakes (actually a DTW and 2 Kelvin arms 

each). Range is oriented in the vertical direction and azimuth is in the horizontal direction; with near range 

towards the top and azimuth increasing towards the right. Each image has been mapped into a 256 level 

grey scale for display. Figure 4.1a) is the Backscatter magnitude image acquired by a single (forward) 

antenna, Figure 4.1b) is the square of the single antenna image and Figure 4.1 c) is the interferogram 

magnitude image. 

From visual inspection, the dual antenna Backscatter intensity (interferogram magnitude) image, 

Figure 4.1c), appears to have better detail definition and less speckle than the single antenna Backscatter 

image, Figure 4.1a) and b). 

4.2.2 Backscatter Distribution 

The distribution of the Backscatter information in the single antenna image and dual antenna 

interferogram are plotted together in Figure 4.2 below (the two graphs have the same units): 

A C T U A L D A T A : Ch ip A . of Scene A . 

5.0x1 o 4 | _ ' i i i i i i • i i i . i i i j 

0 1 2 3 4 5 

radar backscatter 
Figure 4.2 Comparison of distribution of radar Backscatter signals from single antenna 

standard and dual antenna interferometric magnitude images of Chip A of 
Scene A 

From this figure, we can see that the standard magnitude and interferometric magnitude distribu-
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tions are K-distributed, as we would expect1. However, the distribution of the single antenna standard 

magnitude appears to be more Rayleigh , because its distribution is highly non-symmetric and its peak is 

shifted towards lower values, while the distribution of the dual antenna interferometric magnitude appears 

more Ricean, because its distribution is more symmetric and its peak value is shifted towards higher values 

of radar Backscatter (i.e. it becomes more Gaussian). 

Models of the signal information behaviour of complex radar signals show that the pdf of complex 

product magnitudes (i.e. interferometric magnitude or Backscatter intensity) are K-distributed, with the pdf 

of uncorrelated product magnitudes having a Rayleigh distribution as expected, and the pdf of correlated 

product magnitudes having more Ricean distributions with their peaks shifting towards the right with 

increasing correlation and becoming more Gaussian [25]. This would appear to indicate that feature 

information in the interferometric magnitude image dominates over speckle3 and that the signal informa

tion in the interferogram is more correlated than that of the single antenna image. 

4.2.3 Backscatter Signal Statistics 

The Backscatter signal statistics of the central wake feature in the interferogram magnitude and 

It is a well known property of standard S A R images that the magnitude of the radar Backscatter from land 
scenes is Rayleigh distributed [20]. The Rayleigh Probability Distribution Function (pdf) models the 
specular scattering of distributed scatterers on a homogeneous surface and is often used to describe the 
Gaussian distributed reflected signal plus speckle property of single look Backscatter images of land 
scenes including speckle [18]. The Backscatter from an ocean scene, however, is often modeled as a K -
distribution; which is better able describes the temporal and spatial correlation properties of a turbulent 
surface than a simple Rayleigh model. 

2 Analysis of real ocean data show that the best description of high resolution, high incidence angle ocean 
radar data is a compound model of the K-distribution, composed of a Rayleigh speckle model and a 
Gamma clutter model [22]. The Gamma clutter model arises from an assumption of the variable nature of 
the underlying cross section due to fluctuating number of (Bragg) scatterers per resolution cell [23]. In 
this model, the K-distribution tends to a Rayleigh density as the Backscatter becomes dominated by 
speckle noise [24]. 

" The Rice distribution is often used to represent narrowband stochastic signals, such as ocean clutter [26] 
and can be used to describe signal estimates in which a group of constant dominant scatterer dominates 
the Backscatter which contains a collection of Rayleigh scatterers [27]; in other words, indicative of a rel
atively clear and distinct (narrow-band) representation of features as opposed to a noisy and indistinct 
(wide-band) image. 
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single antenna Backscatter intensity image were measured and are tabulated below as Table 4.1:. 

Table 4.1 Backscatter Signal Statistics of single and dual antenna images, 
Actual Data: Chip A of Scene A 

(Backscatter magnitude )2 -
single antenna 

Backscatter intensity-
dual antenna 

^wake 
0.93 3.14 

O r 

jeature 
0.98 1.52 

^scene 
0.74 2.45 

® scene 
0.78 1.18 

TBR O.IO(-IOdB) 0.26(-f)dB) 

From this table, we can see that the wake feature in the interferometric magnitude (the second 

column) image has higher TBR over the same wake feature in the single antenna image (the first 

column),, the gain in detectability or noise rejection being about 4dB. 

Thus we can see from error analysis, visual observation, analysis of the Backscatter signal distri

bution and signal statistics that the Backscatter intensity signal extracted from the interferometric 

magnitude of dual antenna configured ATI, is a somewhat better estimate of dominant scatterers or features 

in an ocean scene than the simple Backscatter magnitude signal from a single antenna standard SAR 

image. We can show that improved information signal quality is also the case for the phase of the interfer

ogram. 

4.3 Interferogram Phase 

In Section 2.2 of Chapter 2 we showed that the phase of the interferogram was an estimate of the 

radial velocity of scatterers in the scene via the ATI equation: 

" = A * ( ^ ) ( 4 1 3 ) 

where X is the wavelength of the radar, v, the velocity of the sensor platform (aircraft), and B, the baseline 

separation between forward and aft antennas. We can also show that this is also an estimate of the Doppler 

signature of features in the scene. 
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4.3.1 Interferogram phase and Doppler frequency 

The ATI equation is useful for discrete estimation of the radial velocity of individual surface 

scatterers in ATI phase images. However, individual resolution cells contain a number of scatterers which 

may have stochastically varying velocities, making the estimation of large and complex ocean structures, 

such as waves and ship wakes, from a distance difficult. An accurate and direct measure of motion is 

Doppler frequency; which describes the average motion of targets to the scale of the radar's resolution and 

the precision of it's wavelength. The following development by Thompson and Jensen [19] illustrate that 

the measured interferometric phase is directly related to the mean radial velocity of scatterers within a 

resolution cell; its Doppler frequency. 

Given a power spectral density expression of the autocorrelation relation as: 

RW = — 2 f e ; , V T5(C0) (4.14) 
(2*) i 

( 2 7 t ) 2 

J (1 + j'cox)5(co)(ico 

where 5(00) is Doppler spectrum. Noting that the (horizontal) surface velocity of ocean scatterers can be 

estimated from interferometric phase using the Bragg model relation [7]: 

where 

2% 
KB = 2fc0sin(9 ;) = ys i n (0 , ) (4.16) 

is the Bragg wavenumber, kQ is the radar wavenumber, X is the radar wavelength, and 0; is the radar 

incidence angle, and substituting the power spectral density into the argument of the autocorrelation: 
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oo 

co5(co)Jco 

arg{/?(x)} « T - —oo (4.17) = T • CO 
OO 

S(co)dco 
—oo 

and using equation (4.15), we can see that the surface velocity estimate from the power spectral density of 

the autocorrelation is: 

which is a direct measure of CO the mean Doppler frequency of the scatterer field. Given that all moving 

objects have a unique Doppler frequency, it can be seen that the ATI configuration is effectively a discrete 

Doppler frequency estimator or detector. 

4.4 Phase Noise 

In addition to making it possible to directly estimate the velocity of targets from the phase of the 

interferogram and the target's Doppler signature, the ATI configuration and mixing operation, also act as a 

simple time averaging filter which rejects phase noise. As in the case of Backscatter, we can do this by 

examining the phase of the autocorrelation expression, equation (4.3), with additive phase noise, n a and n̂ , 

expressed as: 

u ~ CO • 
27tsin(8,) 

(4.18) 

arg(/?(x)) = wx + (na-nb) (4.19) 

The phase signal (i.e. the information part) is: 

arg(/?(x)) = cor (4.20) 

which is a function of the mean of the Doppler frequency, C O . , and the phase error is: 

e«D12 = K - " / J (4.21) 
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na, rib a r e uncorrelated zero mean Gaussian and are due to phase noise in the receivers. The mean 

and variance of the phase are then: 

arg(/?(T)) = £(COT) (4.22) 

and 

var{ arg(fl(T))) = £ ( ( o y c ) 2 ) + £ ( c o x ) 2 + E(na) + E(nb) (4 .23) 

which is the sum of the variation in the phase information and the variance of the additive phase 

noise of the receivers. We note that the receivers contribute additive phase noise to the final interferometric 

phase; however, the phase is unaffected by the speckle fading. 

We can see then that noise in the magnitude of the interferogram is dominated by speckle whereas 

the noise in the phase of the interferogram is dominated by receiver noise. If the system is working well 

and phase noise is reduced to as low as possible, we can see then that phase is inherently a less noisy 

parameter than magnitude. 

We can verify this observation by further visual observations, analysis of Backscatter signal distri

bution, and analysis of the detection statistics. 
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4.4.1 Visual Observations 

The Backscatter and motion images of Chip #3 of Scene C are shown below as Figure 4.3: 

a) Magnitude (Backscatter Intensity) b) Phase (Motion) 

Figure 4.3 Backscatter and phase images of Chip #3 of Scene C 

The images are the magnitude and phase images of the complex interferogram after azimuth re

alignment, 2-D filtering, and multilooking in azimuth to yield a 1:1 aspect ratio with resolution of 4m x 4m 

per pixel. The main features of the scene are three passenger ferries (two travelling towards the top of the 

image, one travelling towards the bottom) and their wakes (A DTW, 2 Kelvin arms and some stern wakes 

each). Comparing the magnitude and phase images, we can observe that there is significant clutter in the 

form of non-motion features in the magnitude image. This is because the ships are travelling through a 

narrow passage (Active Pass between Mayne & Galiano Islands) and the interaction of the wakes of the 

ships in the narrow channel creates a great deal of surface rippling which show up clearly in Backscatter. 

We can also see that the centre of the chip is quite bright in magnitude. This is likely because the narrow 

channel, which also funnels strong surface winds, contains a large number of wind generated Bragg 

scatterers which result in a bright surface in Backscatter. Such clutter and the brightness due to wind 

action can mask or hide features in certain instances; though specifically in this case, the wakes are 
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sufficiently strong to still be distinguishable from background. However, we can see that the wakes, if they 

were not referenced by their relative position to the bright ship, would be quite indistinguishable from the 

other features in the scene. In contrast, the only visible features in the phase image are the ships and 

wakes. The ambient ocean is relatively free of clutter The phase and magnitude images of other chips of 

Scenes A, B and C were also generated and are shown at Appendix D for further comparisons. 

4.4.2 Phase (Motion Signal) Distribution 

The interferogram phase signal distribution of the same scene is shown as Figure 4.4 below: 

A C T U A L D A T A : Chip 3 of Scene C 

Phase Distribution (Chip #3, Aug21 Line 16 Pass 7) 
6.0x1 o* 

0.00 
Phase (Radians) 

3.H 

Figure 4.4 Distribution of differential phase in along-track interferograms 

We can see from this figure that the phase signal distribution has a very narrow Gaussian profile, 

which would indicate that: 

1. there is motion information present in the phase of the interferogram and that it is esti

mated from highly correlated data4; 

2. the standard deviation of the represented motion information (velocity and Doppler) is 

4 It is a well known property of single antenna standard S A R images that phase is uniformly distributed and 
flat [20]. Because the range to the scattering centre of each pixel is random at the wavelength level, the 
phase of each resolution cell in a standard S A R image is uncorrelated. In contrast, the distribution of dif
ferential phase in interferograms ( X T I mainly) has been shown, by modeling, to be Gaussian; with the 
pdf l imit of uncorrelated phase being uniform and that of a completely correlated scene being a Dirac 
delta function [25]. In the case of Along-Track interferometry over the ocean, this Gaussian relationship 
is even stronger since the Backscatter Doppler power spectrum of the sea is itself modeled as Gaussian 
[9] and, as we have noted above interferometric phase is a direct estimate of Doppler frequency. 
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very low or that its precision is high; and 

3. that the image has been effectively multilooked [18]. 

And because it is not Rayleigh distributed, like Backscatter, it would appear that phase is free 

from fading noise or speckle. 

4.5 Comparison of Backscatter and Motion Signal Statistics 

The signal statistics of the features in the magnitude and phase image of Chip #3 of Scene A, 

examined above, were measured and are shown below as Table 4.2 for comparison: 

Table 4.2 Signals Statistics of features in Chip #3 of Scene C 

Magnitude 
(Backscatter Intensity) 

Phase 
(Motion) 

feature Contrast TBR 
Size 

(IK m2) 
Contras 

t TBR 
Size 

(lKm 2) 

Chip #3 Ship 4.23 1.26 (ldB) 6 7.84 14.15 
(12dB) 

58 

Chip #3 
DTW 

0.08 0.25 (-6dB) 289 0.15 0.55 (-
2.6dB) 

396 

Chip #3 
Kelvin Arm 

0.46 0.24 (-6dB) 45 0.10 0.75 (-
1.2dB) 

211 

From this table we can see that both contrast and TBR are improved in phase over magnitude, with 

TBR gains of between 3 to 4dB for the wake features. However, the most notable difference is the greater 

size of the visible features in the phase image. This could be explained by noting that some features, such 

as the Kelvin arms of wakes, are imaged by their local tilt angle and depending on its orientation with the 

radar, as much as half the feature could be invisible (i.e. too low a contrast to be distinguished from 

background) in Backscatter. However, as phase is not affected by tilt angle, the motion of the entire feature 

would be visible in phase; effectively making the motion signature of the same feature larger than the 

Backscatter signature. 

The signal and statistics of features in magnitude and phase images of Chip #4, #5, #6, and #7 are 

listed at Appendix E. From these figures, we further observe the following: 

1. the (radial) velocity signature of turbulent wakes were measured to have lower phase 

value than their local background with phase differences of between 0.04 to 0.16 rad. 
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This would correspond to waters which are from 0.09 m/s and 0.36 m/s5 (0.17 knots 

and 0.71 knots)6 slower than ambient. The figures appear to be reasonable and the 

observation, that turbulent wakes damp ambient wave action resulting in a lower 

velocity compared to ambient; 

2. the (radial) velocity signature of the current feature in Chip #3 was measured with 

phase values that were on average 0.14 rad lower than the local background. This 

would correspond to waters which are 0.32 m/s (0.32 knots) slower than ambient, ver

ifying our suspicion that this is a current shadow behind a rocky island in a current or 

tidal flow; and 

3. the (radial) velocity signature of the current feature in Chip #8 was measured with 

phase values that were on average 0.52 rad higher than the local background. This 

would correspond to waters which are 1.17 m/s (2.3 knots) faster than ambient, verify

ing our expectation that this is a moderately strong tidal current. 

4.6 Modeling 

We can support the observations by modeling the speckle and additive noise in the ATI interfero

metric process and comparing the resulting simulated magnitude and phase signals with the expectation of 

our error analysis and our observation of the magnitude and phase signal distribution of actual data. 

We model the ATI interferometric formation process as a time series of Speckle faded, time 

decorrelating, complex Backscatter fields, with time intervals matched to the velocity of the aircraft 

platform (assuming a constant velocity) and the baseline separation between forward and aft antennas. 

The decorrelation of the background ocean due to the oceans internal random motion was modeled as a 

series of partially correlated Gaussian distributed random velocity fields. Each complex Backscatter field 

of the time series was modeled as the sum of a magnitude field, representing the reflectivity of a field of 

targets in background, and a phase field, transformed from a corresponding velocity field of targets in 

background, according to the equation: 

Using equation (4.13) and a nominal platform velocity figure of 126 m/s derived from the mission param
eter files, the conversion from interferometric phase to velocity is 1 rad = 2.259 m/s 

1 nautical mile (knot) is 1852 meters. 1 nautical mile per hour (knot) = 0.51 m/s 
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«(0 = B.(£2!̂ ) (4 .24, 

where u is the radial velocity of the target and background field, B is the baseline separation of the 

antennas, v is the velocity of the aircraft, X, is the wavelength of the radar, At, is the selected time interval, 

and t is the index of the field in the time series. The velocity and Backscatter signal level and variance of 

the Backscatter and velocity field are adjusted to match as closely as possible the measured Backscatter 

and velocity level and variance of actual data. 

Speckle noise is modeled as a complex Rayleigh distributed fading signal created by summing 

inphase and quadrature Gaussian random signals to create a multiplicative speckle field. The product of the 

speckle field and the complex target field is considered the basic radar return signal and contains the 

Backscatter magnitude and phase information for both forward and aft SLC images. We note here that the 

phase due to speckle is uniformly distributed, while the phase due to velocity is Gaussian. In the present 

model, speckle is considered to be completely correlated between images of forward and aft antennas; 

although it would be a simple task to modify it to include a partially correlated case. 

Receiver magnitude noise is modeled as uncorrelated zero mean random Gaussian signals. The 

amount of correlation is controlled by varying the relative strengths of the correlated and uncorrelated 

components in the sum, with the uncorrelated component modeled as a time sequence of zero mean 

random Gaussian with time sequences matched to the separation of the antenna. 

A range dependent phase ramp is also included to simulate the uniform phase variation from near 

to far range present in real SLC images. We note here that because the phase ramp is completely correlated 

between forward and aft antenna images, it is essentially removed in the interferogram formation process. 

The complete ATI signal simulation model is illustrated in block diagram form below as Figure 

3.1: 
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Figure 4.5 A T I Simulation Mode l 

A simulated scene, containing targets in a Gaussian clutter background, was generated and passed 

through the simulation model. The simulated targets represent the signature of ships with uniformly 

distributed velocities of average 2.8 m/s and uniformly distributed Backscatter (in non-dimensional units) 

of average 8, and wakes with average velocity of 1.2 m/s and average Backscatter of 6 (all ship and wake 

target distribution have a spread of 0.5%). The Gaussian clutter background was given an average velocity 

of 1.0 m/s and average Backscatter of 4 (background variance of 40% to simulate moderate clutter). The 

speckle field (fading noise) was set to unity gain, and additive noise was set to -3dB (to simulate heavy 

receiver & environmental noise) and 50% correlation over the time spread of 2ms between simulated 

acquisitions of the forward and aft image. The simulated forward and aft images were coregistered and 

mixed to form the simulated interferogram and the forward image was selected as the simulated single 

antenna image used for comparison. Both images were 4x multilooked in the azimuth direction. 
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The results of the modeling are shown below. Figure 4.6 shows the Backscatter images of the 

simulated forward antenna, and the Backscatter and phase of the simulated dual antenna interferogram. 

a ) Backscatter Magnitude b) Backscatter Intensity c) Interferometric Phase 
Forward Antenna Dual Antennas Dual antennas 

Figure 4.6 Simulated Backscatter and Phase Imges 

From this figure, we can see the targets in the Backscatter images are difficult to distinguish from 

the background, being heavily faded by speckle noise and strongly affected by heavy additive noise. In 

contrast, we can see that the targets, both simulated ship and wake, are readily distinguishable in the phase 

image, indicating that the motion signature of the targets are little affected by speckle fading and additive 

noise. 

Figure 4.7 below, shows the distribution of the Backscatter intensity signal of the simulated 

interferogram and the Backscatter magnitude signal of the simulated single antenna image. 
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S I M U L A T E D S C E N E 

4 0 0 0 : 

rodor backscatter 

Figure 4.7 Comparison of distribution of simulated radar Backscatter signals from single antenna 
and dual antenna interferometric magnitude Simulated Image 

We can see from this plot that, like plot of the Backscatter signals of the actual data, Figure 4.2, the 

Backscatter magnitude of the single antenna is Rayleigh, indicating the effects of the speckle fading, and 

the Backscatter intensity of the interferogram is more Rician, being centred more towards the right of the 

distribution. 

Figure 4.8 shows the distribution of the phase of the simulated interferogram. We can see from 

this plot that, like the plot of the interferometric phase of the actual data, Figure 4.4, the distribution of the 

motion signature in the simulated image is very narrow and Gaussian, indicating that it is dominated by 

clutter and unaffected by the speckle fading. 
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S I M U L A T E D S C E N E 
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Figure 4.8 Distribution of differential phase in Simulated along-track interferogram 

The simulation model would, thus appear to support the conclusions of our error analysis of noise 

in the mixing operation and analysis of (Backscatter and motion) signal distributions, that the interfero

gram formation process is inherently noise rejecting and that the phase of interferograms, which is the 

estimate of motion, is free from the effects of speckle fading. 
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Chapter 5 Theoretical Performance 

The theoretical performance (i.e. velocity precision) of C-band SAR Along-Track Interferometers 

can be determined by examining the relationship between the standard deviation of the velocity estima

tions in the along-track interferometer configuration and system and scene parameters, such as coherence, 

Clutter to Noise Ratio (CNR) and baseline. This can be done by parametric analysis of the Cramer Rao 

lower bound of the autocorrelation of two complex SAR signals; which contains a description of the 

relationship between velocity standard deviation and the geometry of the interferometer and coherence in 

the scene. In this analysis, velocity standard deviation is considered to be sufficient means to describe the 

theoretical precision of the velocity estimate. The method employed here is similar to that employed by 

Rodriguez [28] for general SAR interferometers and Carande [21] for L-band dual (physically separated) 

antennas SAR ATIs. The results were compared with the published performance specifications of an 

experimental C-band SAR, the CCRS CV580 C-band SAR ATI. The effect of azimuth defocusing is not 

considered in this analysis. 

5.1 Velocity Standard Deviation 

The Cramer Rao lower bound for the phase standard deviation, , of SAR interferometers was 

shown by Rodriguez [28] to be: 

where p is a correlation parameter and N is the number of looks averaged. In ATI, the correlation parame

ter can be considered equivalent to coherence magnitude, which was examined in Chapter 3 and was 

defined as: 

Coherence magnitude has a valid range of from 0 to 1 with 0 representing no correlation between 

the fore and aft images. In this report, we will use the terms coherence and correlation interchangeably. 

(5.1) 

P = ITI = 
E{xy*} (5.2) 
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Equation (5.1) is converted to a velocity standard deviation, rj , using the geometric phase to 

velocity model: 

where X is the wavelength of the radar, v is the velocity of the aircraft, O is interferometric phase, u is the 

radial velocity of the imaged surface, and B is the baseline separation between the ATI antenna pair. From 

(5.1) and (5.3) we obtain the following expression1: 

We note that the geometric phase to velocity expression of (5.3) is for a Bistatic interferometer, in 

which the radar pulse is transmitted from only one antenna and the return pulse is received by both forward 

and aft antennas simultaneously. The effective baseline of the antenna pair in a bistatic interferometer is 

actually B/2, which is accounted for in the bistatic case of ATI expressions by a factor of 1/2. Throughout 

this analysis, the bistatic case of all radar expressions is used and B refers to the physical baseline separa

tion between antennas. For a static or dual transmit mode of operation, where both antennas alternately 

transmit and receive, the term 2KB can be replaced with 4%B . 

5.2 Velocity Standard Deviation and Correlation 

The relationship between velocity precision and the operating parameters of the ATI can be 

examined by separating the correlation parameter in equation (5.1) into components which are functions of 

clutter to noise ratio, baseline separation and scene coherence. 

We can see from (5.4) above that the velocity precision is directly related to a correlation variable 

and the operating parameters of the ATI, which we define to be its: 

1. platform velocity; 

2. baseline separation between antenna phase centres; 

1 a(u) = a(k<t>) = £rj(<t>) for k constant with respect to 0 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 
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3. radar wavelength of the transmitted pulse; 

4. the beam incidence angle; and 

5. CNR 

We note that the last two parameters, beam incidence angle and CNR, are not explicitly included in 

(5.4), but are part of the correlation variable. The correlation variable, p, which describes the degree of 

similarity between the two SLC images which are taken at slight distances and times apart, is a function of 

the sensor system and the Coherence in the scene, or the degree to which the scene remains similar or 

unchanged over time. 

This can be seen by examining the system correlation, p t o t a i , which is a function of the sensor 

system and the scene and is expressed as: 

r total r receiver r temporal 
(5.5) 

where p r e c e j v e r is 1 minus the decorrelation due to receiver noise, Ptemporal ' s ^ m m u s the decorrelation 

due to changes in the scene (which in the case of an ocean scene, is a function of ocean coherence time and 

the baseline separation length). 

Receiver Decorrelation: The decorrelation due to receiver noise, which includes both noise in the 

scene and noise in the receiver itself, is: 

1 - Preceiver = 1 " ~ \ ( 5 - 6 ) 
1 + C N R 

The factor, CNR, is the ocean clutter to noise ratio and is defined as the ratio of the normalized 

radar cross section, O 0 which represents the clutter or signal in the scene, to the noise-equivalent normal

ized radar cross section, C J N E which represents the noise in the receiver itself [29]: 

0 
C N R = — (5.7) 

The normalized radar cross section, a 0 , is a function of the wind speed and wind direction over 
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the scene and local incidence angle of the radar. In this analysis we use values of normalized radar cross 

section, fJ°, derived by CCRS from the CMOD5 empirical model [30]. 

Temporal Decorrelation: Temporal correlation can be modeled by an exponential correlation 

model [21], expressed as: 

P temporal ~ e X P (5.8) 

where t is time and T is a Coherence Time constant related to the coherence time, tc, of the ocean via the 

expression: 

r = - y y ( 5- 9 ) 

We note that the Coherence Time of the ocean, tc is defined as the time at which the normalized 

magnitude of the autocorrelation of a wave image degrades to 1/2 [21]. A plot of the temporal correlation 

of an ocean scene (equation (5.8)) at various coherence times from 10 ms, 20ms, 50ms, 100ms, 150ms, and 

200ms is below as Figure 5.1. 

Ocean Tempora l Cor re la t ion vs Time 

0.000 0.010 0.020 0.030 0.040 0.050 
Time (s) 

Figure 5.1 Temporal correlation of an ocean scene at various coherence times 

We note that interferometric processing requires phase coherence somewhat different from 

conventional (non-interferometric) SAR processing. We suspect that the phase of the autocorrelation of 

complex images degrades faster than the magnitude image over coherence time. This was considered to be 
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beyond the scope of the current research and could be a topic for future study. 

5.3 Operational Parameters 

From equation (5.4) and (5.5) we can see how operating parameters affect velocity estimation 

precision. 

Sensor platform velocity: Higher platform velocities contributes to diminishing velocity precision 

via the geometry term (5.3), but contributes to improving velocity precision via the correlation term (5.5). 

The effect of platform velocity on the geometric term is linear and it is nonlinear on the correlation term. 

The effect of this is less sensitivity of velocity precision to improvement with larger baseline in the short 

baseline range and less sensitivity of velocity precision to degradation with larger baseline in the long 

baseline ranges. 

Baseline separation: The effect of varying baseline separation on velocity precision is the inverse 

of that of platform velocity. Longer baselines contribute to velocity precision improvement via the geomet

ric term, but contributes to diminishing velocity precision via the correlation term. Because the correlation 

term is nonlinear while the geometric term is linear, the velocity precision curve will exhibit a rapid 

improvement in precision in the short baseline range and slower diminishing precision in the long baseline 

ranges. 

Scene Clutter to Noise Ratio (CNR): The CNR parameter, which incorporates scene clutter, 

receiver noise, and transmitted power, sets the maximum correlation and minimum velocity precision of 

the interferometer via the correlation term (5.6). 

Beam incidence angle: High incidence angles result in lower surface clutter reflectivity (i.e. rj° the 

radar cross section) whereas lower incidence angles result in higher surface clutter reflectivity from (5.7). 

Higher surface clutter reflectivity improves the CNR of the interferometer and thereby improves the 

velocity estimate precision via the correlation term (5.6). We note, however, that in conventional SAR ship 

detection, high surface clutter reflectivity results in high brightness levels which tends to mask targets. 

Radar wavelength: Shorter radar wavelengths contribute to improved velocity estimate precision 

via the geometric term (5.3). This effect is linear. A useful performance figure of merit incorporating 

wavelength is — , the wavelength/baseline ratio from (5.3). 
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5.4 Analysis 

We examine the theoretical performance of a C-band SAR ATI modeled on the CCRS CV580 C-

band ATI. The CCRS CV580 C-band ATI uses an HH polarization, operates at a frequency of 5.3 GHz 

(k= 0.0566m) and uses a single split feed antenna with dual phase centres displaced by a distance of 0.5m. 

The incidence angle of the main beam of the antenna is 55 degrees from Nadir. The Convair CV580 

platform flies at a nominal ground speed of 126 m/s. 

Using the expression of (5.4), we calculate and plot the velocity standard deviation of a 0.5m 

baseline C-band along-track interferometer, like the CCRS C-band ATI, over the range of possible 

coherence magnitude values from 0.00 to 1.00 and the more practical range of 0.85 to 0.99 for several 

choices of number of looks, N = 10 to 50, in increments of 10. The CV580 nominal ground speed figure of 

126 m/s was used in this calculation. We show this plot below as Figure 5.2: 

V e l o c i t y S t a n d a r d D e v i a t i o n v s C o h e r e n c e 
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Figure 5.2 Velocity standard deviation vs. coherence of an airborne 0.5m separation C-band A T I 
for 10 to 50 looks in increments of 10 looks 

We can see from Figure 5.2, that at a coherence value of 0.96 and 20 looks the velocity standard 
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deviation is 0.13 m/s (0.24 knots). This can be considered the theoretical velocity precision of the CCRS 

C-band SAR ATI at the average coherence level of 0.96. We note that 0.96 was the average coherence 

measured in the C-band ATI SLC image pair we were provided and 19 looks is the averaging required to 

square the aspect of the CCRS ATI interferograms (and the averaging we employed in all of our analysis of 

Chapter 3 and 4). 

Using the temporal decorrelation model of equation (5.8) in equations (5.5) and (5.1), we can now 

calculate the variation in velocity standard deviation over varying baseline separation. We calculate and 

plot this for typical coherence times, from 10ms to 200ms, and at 19 looks. For this calculation, we use a 

nominal value of -41 dB for the noise equivalent normalized radar cross section figure, CT^E' calculated 

from [12] and nominal values of -6dB and -12dB for the ocean radar cross section, rj° for windspeeds of 

lOm/s and 4m/s respectively, calculated at 27.5 degrees2 incidence angle from [29]. This plot is shown 

27.5° is the mid swath incidence angle of the Nadir mode incidence angle range of 0° to 55° of the C C R S 
C-band S A R [12]. 
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below as Figure 5.3: 

a) 

b) 
^ 0.25 

; 

Veloci ty S tandard Deviation vs Basel ine (19 Looks) , s igmo_naught = - 6 d B (so l id) , - 1 2 d B (dashed) 

T=10ms 

T=200ms 

Baseline (m) 

Expanded view of graph above 

T=20ms 

0.50 
Baseline (m) 

Figure 5.3 Velocity standard deviation versus baseline separation of an airborne C-band A T I at 
various coherence times [10ms, 20ms, 50ms, and 200ms] and 19 multilooks. Sol id 
lines = -6dB sigma_naught, dashed lines = -12dB sigma_naught 

From Figure 5.3a, we can see that as we first increase the baseline separation between antennas, 

velocity standard deviation drops. The first part of the curve, over which the velocity estimation improves 

rapidly with increasing baseline, is dominated by the geometric velocity to phase term (the geometric term 

or baseline sensitivity): 

2%B 
(5.10) 

The middle part of the curve, over which the velocity estimation improves more slowly with 
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increasing baseline, is dominated by the system correlation term, p, and more specifically by the ocean 

coherence time. The estimation improves slowly with increasing baseline until the baseline is such that the 

time lapse between forward and aft antennas begins to exceed the coherence time of the ocean, at which 

point the velocity estimation begins to degrade. 

At a baseline separation of 0.5 m, the velocity standard deviation varies between 0.11 m/s (0.21 

knots) for a scene with coherence time of 200ms and 0.16m/s (0.30 knots) for scene with coherence times 

of 50ms in conditions of higher surface windspeed, i.e. rj°= -6dB. The standard deviation at lower 

windspeeds, rj°= -12dB, are approximately 0.01 m/s (0.02 knots) larger at 0.5 m baseline separation. 

Noting that the unambiguous velocity range of the CCRS airborne C-band ATI, calculated from equation 

(5.3), is +/- 7.1 m/s, this would represent a precision of better than 1 %. 

Comparing this with the results of section 2.1, we can deduce that the average coherence time of 

the ocean scene of the CCRS CV580 C-band ATI image examined in Chapter 3 was likely in the region of 

100ms to 150ms. This is because the velocity standard deviation at a coherence level of 0.96 and 20 looks 

from Figure 5.2 is 0.12 m/s, which corresponds to a coherence time of between 100ms and 150ms in 

Figure 5.3. 

As the baseline separation, considered with respect to the velocity of the sensor platform, 

approaches the coherence time of the scene, — = r the velocity standard deviation increases and 

v 

velocity estimation precision degrades. We note that for each coherence time and platform velocity, there 

exists a range of optimal baseline separations where velocity standard deviation is minimized. In the case 

of an airborne C-band ATI travelling at 126 m/s, this optimal baseline is in the range of 2m to 4m for slow 

ocean scenes with coherence times greater than 100ms. We can see that, although the relatively short 

baseline of 0.5 m at the nominal flying velocity of 126m/s of the CCRS CV580, is not in the optimal range 

for C-band imaging of slow ocean scenes with coherence times of around 100ms, for more dynamic ocean 

scenes which have coherence times of less than 20ms, the 0.5 m baseline is near the optimal range. 

It would appear then that the 0.5m baseline of the CCRS C-band ATI configuration is generally 

well suited for imaging fast and/or low amplitude velocity features, such as ship wakes. However, the 

relatively short baseline of the CCRS ATI, necessitated by the practical size of the antenna and limitations 

of the system, does not appear to be as well suited for imaging more slowly varying patterns of very long 

wave structures, as would a much longer baseline or shorter wavelength SAR ATI. 
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5.5 Factors for Optimal Ship Detection 

From the above analysis, we can conclude that the key parameters in achieving optimal velocity 

precision are platform velocity and baseline separation. In the case of ship wake detection, an airborne 

system with platform velocity on the order of 126m/s and baseline separation between 0.5m and 4m would 

have adequate velocity precision to detect most ship wakes. However, apart from baseline separation, 

velocity precision can be improved by adjusting other operational parameters. These include: 

1. Increasing transmitted power, which would increase CNR and improve velocity preci

sion via the correlation term of (5.4); 

2. Imaging at a lower incidence angle, which would increase surface reflectivity and 

clutter and improve velocity precision via the CNR and the correlation term of (5.4); 

and 

3. Switching to a smaller beam wavelength, such as X-band or Ku-band. This would 

decrease the beam wavelength to baseline ratio and improve velocity precision via the 

correlation term. (It is interesting to note that some operational displaced phase centre 

antenna interferometers, such as the USAF E-8C JSTARS, uses Ku-band). 
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Chapter 6 Detection Performance Analysis 

In the previous chapters, we indirectly examined the detectability of ships, wakes and ocean 

feature in ATI interferograms by examining the signal information in interferograms and the effect of the 

ATI formation process on the coherence, frequency distribution, signal statistical, and visual presentation 

of the component Backscatter (magnitude) and motion (phase) images. 

In this chapter we directly examine the detectability of ships, wakes and ocean feature targets in 

Backscatter and motion images. We first qualitatively examine the visual detectability of targets and 

features in Backscatter and motion images, then quantitatively examine their detection statistics. To do this 

we define a figure of merit to quantify detectability and apply it to ship and wake targets in Backscatter and 

motion images derived from ATI interferograms. We also measure and compare the spatial signal profiles 

of significant features to further support observations. And finally, we apply a 'litmus test' to our observa

tions and conclusions by passing the data through a model target detector; a simple CA-CFAR (Cell 

Averaging - Constant False Alarm Rate) detector in this case, and comparing its results to our observations. 

6.1 Visual Detection of Targets in Motion and Backscatter 

The motion (phase) and Backscatter (magnitude) images, derived from ATI interferograms, of 

Chip #2 of Scene A, Chips #4 and #5 of Scene B, and Chip #3, #6, #7, and #8 of Scene C are shown as 

Figure 4.1 thru Figure 4.14 of Appendix D. These images are shown in filtered and unfiltered state for 

visual comparison. 

From these images, we observe that, in general, there would appear to be less background detail 

and clutter in the visual presentation of unfiltered phase images than in unfiltered magnitude images. And 

after filtering, the background would appear to be more homogeneous in phase than in magnitude. This can 

be seen quite clearly by comparing the unfiltered and filtered phase and magnitude images of Chip #2, 

Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2, and Chip #3, Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4. 

And we observe that some large scale wave disturbances are visible in phase, whereas they are not 

visible and not detectable in magnitude. These include: 

1. a plume-like feature in Chip #4 of Scene B, that is likely a current shadow (a region of 

slower moving water) in the lea of an island caused by a strong tidal or oceanic current 

stream, shown in Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6; and 
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stream, shown in Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6; and 

2. a large wave feature in Chip #8 of Scene C, that is likely the strong tidal current that 

flows through Active Pass, a narrow channel, between Galiano and Mayne Islands off 

Vancouver Island's east coast near Victoria, shown as Figure 4.13 and Figure 4.14. 

The presence of these features in phase but not in Backscatter could be explained by noting that 

some imaging mechanisms, such as differential motion of Bragg scatterers, could result in highly differen

tiated velocity, but no Backscatter contrast. In these two examples, the Backscatter of the wave disturbance 

features and that of the surrounding waters are the same because the wave disturbances have very little 

surface manifestation (even optically, the wave disturbances are not very distinct from their background), 

they probably have the same density of Bragg scatterers and are at the same tilt angle. However, the veloci

ties of the waters are quite different and thus they are quite well differentiated and distinctly visible in 

interferometric phase. In the case of Chip #4, the channel, Active Pass, is a busy ferry route and is well 

known to have a moderately strong subsurface current. And in the case of Chip #8, the surface in the parent 

scene appears in Backscatter to be a relatively flat and featureless and was probably taken when there was 

little surface wind to generate much Bragg or specular scattering. 

Similarly, some features may be clearly visible in magnitude but not in interferometric phase. This 

is particularly true for relatively stationary features whose lack of differential velocity would result in very 

little phase contrast. These features, however, may contain corner reflector-like surfaces (such as the 

superstructure of a ship) or have significantly different tilt angles and/or contain more or less Bragg 

scatters than their background, making them highly visible in Backscatter. An example of this is the scene 

in Chip #5, Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8, where three small slow moving ships are represented with higher 

contrast in Backscatter than in motion. In general, bright and/or stationary targets, such as ship and land 

features, have higher contrast and are more distinct in magnitude images than in phase images. 

6.2 Detectability of Targets in Motion and Backscatter 

6.2.1 Detection Figures of Merit 

In order to rate the detectability of targets in ATI images, we define two simple Detection Figures 

of Merit, the Probability of Detection and the Detection energy. These are related to TBR as follows: 

(6.1) 
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where is the probability of a generalized ML detector (from equation (2.6) of Appendix B) detecting a 

single pixel of a feature in a Gaussian noise/clutter background and erf() is the Gaussian error function. 

This is a lower bound of detectability, where the performance of specific target detectors, such as a CA-

CFAR detector, will be equal to or greater than this value [26]. If we assume that every pixel in an ATI 

interferogram is independent and spatially uncorrelated from its neighbouring pixels, then we can define 

the cumulative detection probability of a feature as the expectation of the total number of pixels, in a 2-D 

field, detected and associated with it. We will call this its detection energy and express it as: 

Detection Energy = Pd • (area of feature) (6.2) 

6.2.2 Detection Figures 

From the filtered Backscatter and motion images Chips #1 and #2 of Scene A, Chips #3, #6, #7 

and #8 of Scene C and Chips #4 and #5 of Scene B, we calculated detection figures of merit from the 

measured signal statistics of the representative targets and background, which were measured in Chapter 4 

and are listed in Appendix E.. These calculated detection figures of merit are compared below with each 

other and visual observations and analysis spatial profiles are used to support observations. The basic 

signal statistics and the calculated detection figures of merit of several ship, wake and ocean feature targets 

are listed below as Table 6.1 for comparison; 
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Table 6.1 Comparison of detection metrics of features in interferometric magnitude and 
phase 

Magnitude 
(Backscatter Intensity) 

Phase 
(Radial Velocity) 

feature CI TBR 
Size 

(IK m2) 
Diff 
Pd% 

Det 
energy CI TBR 

Size 
(lKm2) 

Diff 
Pd% 

Det 
energy 

Chip #3 Ship 4.23 1.26 6 24 4 7.84 14.1 
5 

58 50 58 

Chip #3 
DTW 

0.08 0.25 289 5 159 0.15 0.55 396 11 241 

Chip #3 
Kelvin Arm 

0.46 0.24 45 5 25 0.10 0.75 211 15 136 

Chip #3 
Stern Wake 

n/v n/v n/v n/v n/v n/v n/v n/v n/v n/v 

Chip #4 Land 22.9 1.53 179 28 139 0.95 6.68 270 50 270 

Chip #4 Cur
rent Shadow 

0.32 0.07 n/v 1 n/v 0.31 1.77 3360 31 2729 

Chip #5 
Small Ships 

16.5 1.05 8 20 6 0.28 1.07 16 20 11 

Chip #6 Lin
ear Wake 

0.13 0.51 110 10 66 0.16 0.75 130 15 84 

Chip #7 Ship 1.52 1.86 2.4 32 2 1.93 4.27 5.8 48 6 

Chip #7 Lin
ear Wake 

0.43 0.15 12 3 6 0.49 1.17 48 22 35 

Chip #8 Land 19.8 1.91 n/a 33 n/a 0.98 4.65 n/a 49 n/a 

Chip #8 
Tidal Current 

0.61 0.18 n/v n/v n/v 1.61 3.15 n/v 44 n/a 

From these figures, we can observe the following: 

1. that both TBR and Probability of Detection are greater in phase than in magnitude, 

with improvements in detectability of between 50% - 80% for typical wake features 

(200% - 600% for exceptional cases, such as a fast moving wake features) and 

improvement in TBR of motion signatures being between 0.3dB and 13dB. The great

est TBR difference was observed in fast moving features such as the ship in Chip#3 
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and the two current features in Chip #4 and Chip #8. The difference in TBR of slower 

moving ship wake features was consistently around 2dB. The TBR of nearly station

ary and small bright features, such as the small ships in Chip #5 were roughly equal 

(relatively stationary ships do have significant pitch and roll motion components 

which, although not contributing to wake generation, may nevertheless make the ships 

themselves visible in phase); 

2. that, in general, the visible size of features in phase tends to be larger than in magni

tude. In some cases, this is because the region of differentiated velocity of some fea

tures is larger than the region of differentiated Backscatter. However, we suspect that 

this may also be because the smearing effect of azimuth defocusing is more severe in 

interferometric phase than in Backscatter. We will examine this further in Section 

6.2.3; 

3. that although the TBR and differential detection probability of ships were much 

greater than subtle wake features, because of their very small (point target like) size, 

they had much smaller detection energy than wakes; 

4. that the detection energy of all features was greater in phase than in magnitude; 

5. that although ships are, in general, quite bright, the small ships in Chip #5 are unusu

ally bright in magnitude. We note that many small sailing vessels are equipped with 

radar corner reflectors to make them more visible to marine traffic radar, and that this 

could be a possible reason for the unusually high Backscatter in some small ships. 

Thus it would appear that, in most cases, the probability of detecting faint or subtle targets, such 

as wave features and ship wakes, from their motion signature is slightly greater than detecting the same 

target from its Backscatter signature. This observation and the visual observation, above, that there tends 

to be less clutter in the phase presentation of ATI interferograms than in magnitude presentation, would 

appear to validate our observations in Chapter 4, that the formation of interferometric phase inherently 

rejects more clutter noise than the formation of interferometric magnitude or Backscatter intensity; and 

that both rejected more clutter noise than simple Backscatter magnitude from standard SAR. We also 

observe, however, that clutter does help to give the appearance of texture and imparts a photograph-like 

quality to magnitude images, which is more visually representative of reality than the presentation in phase 

images. 
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6.2.3 Spatial Profiles 

We can further support some of these observations by examining the spatial profiles of some 

significant features. We obtained spatial profiles of significant features and their background by measuring 

the signal level (magnitude and phase) along slices taken along and across the major axis of the features or 

prominent regions and surrounding background. For the most part, the spatial profiles of features were 

similar in Backscatter and motion with the following significant exceptions: 

1. A bright point target was identified in the Backscatter spatial profile of the small linear 

wake feature of Chip #2 of Scene A. This bright point target is likely a fast small craft 

that generated the small turbulent wake visible in both motion and Backscatter. The 

position of the small craft can be clearly seen in the Backscatter profile, shown below 

as Figure 6.1a), but is difficult to distinguish from the wake feature in the motion pro

file, shown below as Figure 6.1b). Because of smearing, the point target identified as 

160 m long in Backscatter, cannot be separated spatially from the smeared linear wake 

which is three times as long, at roughly 400 m, in the motion profile. 

Figure 6.1 Mot ion and Backscatter profiles of linear wake feature in Chip #2 of Scene A 

2. The bright passenger ferries in Chip #3 of Scene C was found to have a similarly nar

row profile in Backscatter, shown below as Figure 6.2a). In phase, its profile shown 

below as Figure 6.2b) is so smeared it is not readily identifiable as a discrete feature 

such as a ship. Additionally, in Backscatter, the ship's position is readily distinguish

able to within 30 azimuth pixels (120m), but is difficult to determine in phase, being 
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smeared across nearly 200 azimuth pixels (800m). We also note that a 271 phase jump 

is apparent in the centre of the smeared phase profile. 

25 -

20 -

B a c k s c a t t e r Profile (Chip #5) 

Ship point 
target • 

b) 
2 r 

100 
Azimuth 

200 250 

-2 

-3 

M o t i o n P r o f i t (Chip |3) 

Smeared _ 
"ship feature 

50 100. 150 x 200 250 
Azimuth (pixels) 

Figure 6.2 Mot ion and Backscatter intensity profiles of bright ship feature in Ch ip #3 of Scene C 

3. The stern wake details corresponding to the three ferry size ship features of Chip #3 of 

Scene C are not visible in either Backscatter or motion images after LP filtering. This 

is not surprising, since the range travelling stern wakes are of such fine detail, with 

widths (in range) of less than 25 pixels (100m). It is likely that the averaging effect of 

the range filtering operation smeared the fine lines of the stern wakes. It should be 

noted that these stern wake features are only visible at all, because they are range trav

elling and therefore unaffected by the azimuth multilooking (subsampling) and azi

muth defocusing. Had these stern wakes been other than range travelling, they would 

have in all likelihood been invisible in both magnitude and phase after azimuth down-

sampling / multilooking; 

4. The large scale current shadow in Chip #4 of Scene B, which was clearly visible in 

motion but not in Backscatter, is similarly evident in the motion profile, shown as Fig

ure 6.3d), and similarly indistinguishable in Backscatter profile, shown as Figure 

6.3b). The differential phase of 0.20 rad between the peak of the current feature and 

the background would correspond to a differential velocity of roughly 45 cm/s or 0.89 

knots. The spatial profiles of Chip #8 of Scene C show similar differences between the 

motion and Backscatter with a peak differential phase between land and current of 1.0 

rad corresponding to differential velocity of 2.25 m/s or 4.4 knots. 
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Figure 6.3 Backscatter and motion profiles of land and current shadow feature in 
Chip #4 of Scene B 

The spatial profile of Backscatter and motion images would appear to indicate that smearing due to 

azimuth defocusing affects features in phase more than in magnitude (although, the more spread out, less 

distinct spatial profile of ship features in phase may be due to the combined effects of defocusing and 

simply a larger spread of the velocity fields) and that features, such as large scale currents or subsurface 

wakes, which have differential velocities of as little as 0.89 knots are distinguishable from their motions 

signature even though they are completely indistinguishable by their Backscatter signature. 

6.3 Performance of a Target Detector on Backscatter & Motion Images 

As a final test of our observations, we apply a simple target detector to sample phase and 

magnitude images and observe and compare the performance of the detector on Backscatter and motion 
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signatures of targets. We also apply simple fusion algorithms on the detector products in an attempt to 

improve the overall detection of the often very faint signature of ship wakes. The adaptive Cell Averaging 

- Constant False Alarm Rate (CA-CFAR) detector used here was implemented in the IDL environment. 

6.3.1 C A - C F A R Detectors 

A CA-CFAR detector can discriminate a pixel of an image associated with a target (called a cell) 

from background clutter if the signal level of that cell is above a certain threshold; the threshold level 

being determined 'on the fly', by sampling, using a moving window, the background statistics in the cell's 

nearest neighbours. The Pearson-Neyman criteria, or another similar criteria, and a predetermined uniform 

false alarm rate (equation (2.9) of Appendix B) are used to adaptively calculate this threshold 'on the fly'. 

In our implementation of a CA-CFAR detector, a moving window of 31 pixels x 31 pixels samples 

the neighbouring cells around each Cell Under Test (CUT), to determine an estimate of the local noise, G. 

The central cell and its immediate neighbours are excluded from the estimate by a 5 pixel by 5 pixel 

exclusion mask around the CUT. This prevents any spillover of the CUT from affecting the estimate. The 

threshold was determined by multiplying this by a factor, k. For the subject images, we found that a factor, 

k=l. (i.e. 1 sigma) yielded reasonably good results. Using this factor results in a nominal constant false 

alarm rate of less than 16%. The output of the detector can then be displayed in an image that represents 

the results of the detector's efforts to discriminate targets in the dimensions of the original Image Under 

Test (IUT); which we will call the target map. The values of target map are binary numbers with 1, 

denoting a pixel considered by the detector to be a target, and 0, denoting a pixel not considered by the 
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detector to be a target. A functional block diagram of the detector is shown below as Figure 6.4. 

Cell Under Test 

Input 
Image 

Window 
& 

Mask 

Backscatter 

Motion Detector 

Alarm Rate 

Figure 6.4 CA-CFAR Detector Functional Block Diagram 

The detector outputs of the Backscatter and motion images can also be combined or fused to 

produce a third detector product, which, if we assume that clutter in Backscatter and clutter in motion have 

low correlation, could be considered as a clutter rejected target map. 

The output of the detector applied to Chip #4 of Scene B, Chips #6 and #7 of Scene C, are shown 

at Appendix F. Figure A. l . shows the results of the detector's efforts to find the rocky island and shadow 

current in Chip #4. The data applied to the detector is cropped to exclude the feature-less background 

downstream of the current plume to reduce unnecessary computation. We can see that the detector was 

able to find only the rocky island from Backscatter, whereas it was able to find both island and current 

shadow from motion. The 'salt and pepper' like noise in the Backscatter detector output is the result of the 

detector mis-identifying clutter noise as feature. We suspect that the reason for the low clutter noise in the 

phase image is 1) there is very little differential surface current action in the scene, evidenced by the 

generally homogeneous appearance of the surrounding water in the phase image, and 2) the TBR of the 

highly differentiated current shadow feature is quite high with respect the relatively stationary background. 

A fusion of the detectors efforts to find targets in Backscatter and motion, was generated by applying a 

logical AND of the Backscatter and motion outputs to remove the 'salt and pepper' noise and isolate the 
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rocky island feature, then subtracting this from the motion output to isolate the current feature. This 

allows us to remove the effect of the strong return of the rocky island to isolate the current feature only. 

Figure A.2. shows the results of the detector's efforts to find the wake of a small ship in a high 

clutter environment of Chip #6. We can see that the detector was able find the DTW in both Backscatter 

and motion, but that one Kelvin arm was only detected in motion. We can also see that a good deal of 

clutter was mis-identified as feature even though the false alarm rate was set quite low. Fusing the two 

outputs by applying a logical AND removed the clutter noise and resulted in a very clean, high probability 

detection of the ship's wake. In cases where the two outputs both show the target feature, fusing them by a 

logical AND essentially removes all residual clutter noise that remains after interferogram formation and 

the detection process, and which is uncorrelated between motion and Backscatter. However it should be 

noted that a logical AND is not a good practical fusion method in that it also removes the parts of the wake 

are effected by speckle in Backscatter which do not overlap in the phase image. This can be seen in the 

loss of the right Kelvin arm (in the lower edge of the motion images) in the fused detector output. 

Figure A.3. shows the results of the detector's efforts to find the wake of 3 small ships, sailing in 

formation, in Chip 7. Chip 7 represents a near Nadir case, where radial direction of radar approaches 

vertical, with respect to the imaging platform (the aircraft). At near Nadir, the vertical component of scene 

motion dominates over horizontal motion and our estimate of horizontal surface velocity begins to deterio

rate. Specifically, the up and down motion (orbital and swell components of wave action) dominates the 

clutter in the scene and the up and down heaving motion of the target ship and wake dominates the target's 

motion signature. We can see that, in this case, the detector has great difficulty finding the wakes and mis-

identifies a good deal of the dominating clutter. The Backscatter output is only marginally better, and 

although the wakes are quite distinct, a good deal of the background clutter is also (incorrectly) detected. 

However, fusing the two outputs using a logical AND removes much of the uncorrelated clutter and results 

in a relatively good indication of the wakes. 

The performance of the simple CA-CFAR detector on the sample ATI interferograms would 

appear to indicate: 

1. that the detectability of ship, wake and other ocean features by their motion signature 

is somewhat better than their detection by their Backscatter signature; 

2. that in certain situations, such as in relatively flat featureless scenes or where surface 

manifestations of strong subsurface features is weak, features are detectable only in 

phase; and 
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3. that in certain situations where there is little or no motion, features with strong corner-

reflector like surfaces are detectable better or only in magnitude; 

4. that the fusing of motion and Backscatter detected outputs is highly effective in 

removing uncorrelated clutter noise. 
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Chapter 7 Conclusions 

7.1 Summary 

The objective of this thesis has been the investigation of the Along-Track Interferometry technique 

applied to Synthetic Aperture Radar for the purpose of enhancing ship wake detection. Specifically we 

determined that a) airborne C-band SAR ATI is capable of estimating differential (radial) velocity with 

sufficient accuracy to detect appreciable disturbances of the velocity field of the ocean, and b) that ship 

wakes, under the conditions of the data collected, were able to sufficiently disturb the velocity field of the 

ocean surface to be detected efficiently. Additionally, we assigned quantitative measures to the potential of 

the technique to enhance ship wake detection. The following is a summary of the work contained in the 

thesis: 

The theory of SAR image formation, the Along-Track Interferometry technique, and theories of 

radar imaging of ocean features and ship wakes were reviewed. The magnitude of ATI interferograms was 

shown to be essentially the intensity of the radar Backscatter, but with improved noise rejection properties, 

and the phase of the interferogram was shown to be a precise estimator of radial velocity (in addition to it 

being a precise estimator of Doppler frequency as shown by Thompson & Jensen) and with superior phase 

noise and clutter rejection properties. Using the CCRS C-band SAR ATI as an example, the theoretical 

precision of velocity estimation was determined to be on the order of 0.11 m/s (0.21 knots) or better than 

1 % of the unambiguous velocity range of the sensor; which was found to be within the necessary precision 

to image and detect ship wakes of moderate sized ships and other generally slowly varying wave 

structures. 

Data from the experimental CCRS C-band SAR ATI was examined in detail, and as data represen

tative of ATI sensors in general, it was found to have a high degree of inherent correlation (i.e. the lower 

bound of coherence for the data), with an average Coherence Magnitude of 0.87 and a probable value of 

0.90. The misregistration between forward and aft images in the data set was verified as being limited to 

linear translation in the azimuth direction and the a priori estimated misregistration was verified to within 

1/100 pixel accuracy as a 1.11 pixel or a 0.23m shift. Corrective shifting by a Cubic Spline interpolator to 

a precision of 1/10 pixel was determined to be sufficient to properly coregister this data type with minimal 

phase distortion. 

Azimuth re-alignment was examined briefly as a means of correcting azimuth defocusing in SAR 
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images of dynamic ocean scenes and was found to be an effective alternative to computationally intensive 

Azimuth Refocusing in improving the frequency distribution and visual presentation quality of interfero

grams that show evidence of azimuth defocusing. 

The signal and detection statistics of ships and wake targets and significant wave features in 

representative Backscatter (magnitude) and motion (phase) images of ATI interferograms was examined 

and compared with their spatial profiles and visual presentation (i.e. visual detectability). The interfero

metric phase or motion representation of ship wakes and wave features was observed to be better than that 

of their Backscatter, with TBR improvement in phase over magnitude of between 2dB to 13dB (with 

greater TBR values for fast moving features and large scale features with distinct velocity differences from 

their background) and typical detectability improvements of between 50% to 80% (and between 200% and 

600% in exceptional cases of very distinct features). Additionally, we observed in circumstances where 

features are not visible in interferometric magnitude because of lack of Backscatter contrast, that the 

feature can be visible by interferometric phase so long as it has a velocity differential of as little as 0.89 

knots. We also observed that the width and length of the motion signature of features tend to be greater 

than their Backscatter signature, as expected. These observations together appear to indicate that the 

interferometric phase representation of ocean scenes is somewhat better than the magnitude representation 

for detection of ship wakes and subtle wave features. 

However, the contrast of most features was observed to be better in magnitude than in phase; with 

contrast values 20 times brighter for land features and as much as 60 times brighter for stationary corner 

reflector-like features such as ship's superstructures and hulls. And Backscatter signatures of features 

appeared to be less affected by azimuth defocusing than motion signatures. This, in addition to the 

generally higher contrast and the observed broader (Rayleigh) distribution of pixels, would appear to 

indicate that the magnitude representation of ocean scenes is better than the phase representation for visual 

presentation of fine grained background details and bright relatively stationary objects. 

The detection performance of a representative adaptive target detector, a simple CA-CFAR 

detector, on the motion and Backscatter signatures of ships, wakes and wave features in the scene was 

examined. The detection by motion of ship wakes and subtle wave features in typical ocean clutter and the 

detection by Backscatter were found to be quite similar, even though the mechanisms (Backscatter versus 

motion) of detection are quite dissimilar; with the detector having only slightly better success with motion 

in flat (low surface activity) scenes and faster varying features and slightly better success with Backscatter 

in high Nadir. But because the detection methods are dissimilar, a fusion of the detector's motion target 
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map and Backscatter target map was found to be quite effective in eliminating the (motion/Backscatter) 

uncorrelated clutter and improving the overall performance of the SAR sensor in detecting ship wakes. 

Thus it can be concluded, by analysis and demonstration, that Along-Track Interferometry is 

capable of enhancing the detection of ship wake by Synthetic Aperture Radars. 

7.2 Further Work 

SAR imagery of the dynamic ocean surface is often degraded by azimuth defocusing. The exact 

effect of this defocusing on the accuracy of velocity estimates is not well known and deserves some further 

study. Additionally, it may be possible that azimuth refocusing and azimuth coregistration of SLC images, 

and possibly other operations such as motion compensation and azimuth filtering, could be combined and 

accomplished in an optimized single operation. 

This thesis has been concerned with airborne SAR ATI sensors. However, the ATI technique could 

be applied to spaceborne SAR, albeit the dual antenna configuration would be much more difficult to 

implement at spaceborne altitudes and velocities on a satellites limited structure. However, the enormous 

value to a maritime nation like Canada of such a spaceborne platform for wide area monitoring of shipping 

is such that it deserves some further study. As a start, the required operational parameters and theoretical 

precision of a notional spaceborne C-band SAR ATI were briefly examined n the course of the work of this 

thesis and the results reported to DREO. 

And finally, although the application of a CA-CFAR target detector to the ATI data set and 

subsequent fusion of the data demonstrated the potential of ATI in enhancing SAR ship wake detection, the 

detector used represented only a simple example of numerous more capable and advanced detector 

schemes. And the simple Boolean data fusion techniques, though demonstrative of the value of fusing 

Backscatter and motion, are severely limited and other fusion techniques would yield much improved 

results. The utility and effect of the improved Backscatter information and the additional unique motion 

information provided by ATI in more advanced detectors and better fusion schemes should be further 

investigated. 
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Appendix A. SAR Imaging Mechanisms of Ship Wakes 

Synthetic Aperture Radars image targets or scatterers and scenes by their modulation of the 

transmitted microwave energy. The reflected signal, called its Backscatter, is modulated by the dielectric 

properties, the shape and texture, and size of scatterers and the scene. The incidence angle of the radar and 

the local tilt angle of the scene also affects the amount of Backscatter energy received by the radar. 

Over land scenes, the dielectric property of objects varies over a wide range due to the different 

chemical composition and moisture content of targets. Thus the dielectric property of targets and scenes, 

in addition to shape and size are important characteristics of the target or scene which the SAR is able to 

sense. And to a lesser degree, the local tilt angle and incidence angle of the radar also affect the Backscat

ter received by the antenna. 

Sea water has a very low and relatively constant dielectric value. Over the ocean, radar does not 

penetrate the surface and is little modulated by dielectric properties. As a result, the Backscatter observed 

by a SAR of an ocean scene is primarily limited to the texture of the surface and the local tilt angle, and to 

a lesser degree, the incidence angle of the radar. 

A . l SAR Imaging of Ocean Waves 

The four mechanisms by which radar, including SAR and SAR ATI, image waves on the ocean 

are: 

1. Bragg scattering 

2. Hydrodynamic modulation; 

3. Tilt modulation; and 

4. Velocity Bunching. 

Bragg scattering is the predominant mechanism by which ocean waves are imaged. Bragg 

resonance is the interference of Backscattered microwave energy from short scale capillary and capillary-

gravity waves that are on the order of a few millimeters to a few centimeters. These Capillary and 

capillary-gravity waves, which are primarily generated by wind action, effectively comprise the texture or 

surface roughness of the scene. The primary restoring force for these waves is surface tension; meaning 

that they are relatively short lived ocean structures. Between incidence angles of 20° and 60°, Bragg waves 

dominate radar return, resulting in brightness in radar images. The greater the number of Bragg waves in a 
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region or scene, the brighter will be the region or scene in an image. Thus we can see that the brightness of 

an ocean scene is a function of the wind speed over the surface. 

Hydrodynamic, tilt modulation and velocity bunching are essentially modulation mechanisms of 

Bragg resonant scattering. The physical processes of larger wave structures modulate the visible, but 

shorter Bragg waves by hydrodynamic and tilt modulation, which modulate amplitude, and by phase 

modulation due to orbital motion, which results in the velocity bunching effect [32]. 

Hydrodynamic Modulation: Longer waves on the surface of the ocean and internal waves travel

ling beneath the surface are visible to radar by their modulation of the shorter Bragg waves on the surface. 

This action is termed hydrodynamic modulation. An example of hydrodynamic modulation are turbulent 

wakes and internal waves, which damp surface capillary action resulting in dark regions on a light 

background. 

Tilt Modulation: The incidence angle of the radar also determines the brightness of the scene. A 

high incidence angle results in nearly complete signal return from the surface, making the scene very 

bright. A low incidence angle results in mostly specular returns and a darker scene. The local tilt angle of 

the surface affects the amount of Backscatter similarly. However, unlike incidence angle which determines 

the constant brightness of the scene, the local tilt angle affects the local brightness, effectively modulating 

the general brightness of the scene, resulting in light and dark areas which are suggestive of the structure of 

the scene. 

Velocity Bunching: Hydrodynamic and tilt modulation tend to be linear imaging mechanisms. 

Meaning that resolution scale and larger long waves modulate Bragg scatterers by hydrodynamic and tilt 

modulation consistent with a linear transfer function. Velocity bunching, on the other hand, is a nonlinear 

imaging mechanism because it results directly from the amplitude distortion due to the phase modulation 

of sub-resolution scattering elements, called facets. An example of this is the orbital motion of long waves 

which alternately concentrate and spread facets creating bands of light and dark regions. 

SAR ATI images have been found to be sensitive to both linear Bragg scattering (i.e. hydrody

namic and tilt modulation) and velocity bunching. The velocity bunching mechanism is more dominant in 

azimuth travelling waves than in range travelling waves and increases with R/V (where R is nominal slant 

range and V is platform velocity) [32]. It is also believed that velocity bunching is a primary contributor to 

azimuth defocusing [25]. 
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A.2 SAR Imaging of Ship and Wake Features 

The wakes generated by Ships moving across the surface of the ocean propagate and are imaged in 

SAR the same way that natural ocean structures are imaged. 

The presence of ships can be determined in standard and interferometric (ATI) SAR images by 

detecting the signature of the ship itself and/or by detecting its associated wake. In standard (non-interfer-

ometric) SAR ship detection schemes, the bright narrow return of the ship is usually easier to detect than 

the wake pattern. In general, the wake pattern is used to subsequently confirm or reject, as being a ship, an 

objected initially detected by its bright narrow feature. This is because detection in standard SAR images is 

by differential Backscatter or RCS contrast of the bright target against a background; which may itself be 

bright or noisy. Ships, which generally have corner reflector-like surfaces, give very strong radar returns. 

Wakes and wave structures, on the other hand, return much less radar energy in comparison to the ambient 

ocean and are therefore much less differentiated, by Backscatter, from their background. In standard SAR 

images, wake features are therefore difficult to detect and are rarely seen in comparison to bright ship 

features. 

Ship wake features, although not very bright, are however generally much longer and wider than 

the narrow point-like signature of the ships and they are often quite differentiated from the ambient ocean 

by velocity. In theory, the larger detection mass of the wake as compared to the point target-like ship 

should make it easier to detect; so long as the wake is detectable. From satellites, the wake of ships are 

seen rarely in RCS and even from airborne, ship wakes are detected, in RCS, with less frequency than the 

ships themselves. Because ATI is both clutter rejecting and is able to detect the velocity of inherently 

temporal features (such as wakes), it would appear then to hold promise as a means of enhanced detection 

of ships using radar by means of their wake. 

Ship wake features imaged in standard and interferometric SAR images include: 

1. Turbulent wakes; and 

2. Kelvin Wakes, which include Single or dual Kelvin arms and Stern wakes. 

The relative location and orientation of these wake features with respect to a moving ship are 

illustrated below as Figure A. l . 
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Direction of 
Ship's Travel 

Figure A . 1 Ship wake Features 

Turbulent Wakes: Turbulent wakes are generated by the turbulent action of a ship's propulsion 

system and the displacement of water by the stern and keel of the vessel. Turbulent wakes consist of both a 

surface turbulence component and a subsurface travelling internal wave component. 

The surface turbulence component is energetic, but short lived and does not propagate far. In calm 

seas, the surface disturbance component generates local surface roughness and may be visible to radar as a 

region of increased Backscatter or brighter intensity very close to the stern of a ship. In moderate to rough 

seas, the bright or surface disturbance component of a turbulent wake is difficult to differentiate from wind 

generated surface roughness. Surface turbulence is generally difficult to see in large scale standard SAR 

images. 

The bulk of a turbulent wake's momentum, however, travels just beneath the surface of the water 

as an internal wave. It is for this reason that turbulent wakes are sometimes referred to as ship generated 

internal waves. The subsurface travelling turbulent wake also has a surface modulation component. In seas 

with moderate (wind generated) surface roughness and within the Kelvin wedge wake (see below) of a 

ship, where the sea surface roughness is generated by the ship, the modulated surface component damps 

surface capillary waves creating regions of dark intensity against the brighter background of the visible 

capillary waves. For this reason, the visible signature of a turbulent wake is often called a Dark Turbulent 

Wake (DTW). DTW are mostly visible within the Kelvin wake (i.e. the wedge of turbulence containing 

two Kelvin arms bounding stern wakes) where the ship generated surface roughness creates strong 
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background contrast for the DTW. Outside of the effect of the Kelvin wake, the non-damping internal wave 

component of the turbulent wake is imaged mostly via hydrodynamic interaction and is not as readily 

visible. 

Because the internal wave portion of a turbulent wake mostly propagates beneath the surface of the 

water, it's persistence is little affected by the damping influence of surface tension. For this reason, 

turbulent wakes have the longest persistence and extent (or travel) of any wake features. The length or 

extent of the trailing DTW is largely a factor of the power generated by the ship's turning screws, the wind 

state, and sea state of the surrounding ocean. In SEAS AT and ERS-1 images, DTW typically extend up to 

3km behind the moving vessel. The visibility of DTW is largely determined by the relative orientation of 

the imaging radar. DTW are most visible when they are azimuth travelling with respect to the imaging 

radar. DTW can sometimes have bright edges on the wind side of the wake. 

Turbulent wakes and specifically DTW are the most commonly viewed wake feature in standard 

spaceborne (non-interferometric) SAR images, accounting for roughly 80% of all ship wake features seen 

in non-interferometric (SEASAT and ERS-1) spaceborne SAR images. 

Kelvin Wakes; Kelvin wakes are produced by the passage of the ship through the surface of the 

water. They are a surface wave pattern consisting of a V-shaped wake portion, sometimes called its Kelvin 

arms, and a series of ripple wakes, called stern wakes. The stern wakes are bounded by the Kelvin arms and 

travel rearwards from the ship. 

The V-wake or arms of a Kelvin wake are produced by the slipstream or displacement of water as 

the bow of the moving vessel pushes its way through it. As the bow of the ship cuts into the water in front 

of it, it forces this water to travel around it in a slipstream. When the slipstream eventually breaks away 

from the hull of the ship, it creates the classic V pattern to either side of this ship. The V of the two Kelvin 

arms is a consistent half-angle of about 19.5 degrees for most vessels, regardless of its speed, size or 

displacement. 

The presence of both arms of the Kelvin wake in a SAR image is a function of the surface wind 

direction and the viewing angle of the radar. Kelvin arms are most visible when aligned in the range 

direction with the wind blowing roughly perpendicular to it. In radar images, one or both Kelvin arms may 

be seen. Dual arm Kelvin wakes are seen only rarely. They account for less than 1% of all ship wake 

features seen in standard (SEASAT and ERS-1) spaceborne SAR images, while single arm Kelvin wakes 

are seen more frequently, accounting for roughly 10% of all ship wake features seen in standard (SEASAT 
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and ERS-1) spaceborne SAR images. 

While the V-wake or Kelvin arms are the result of the water being displaced by the bow of the 

vessel, the stern or ripple wakes are the result of shock waves that form when the bow of the vessel collides 

with the viscous and resistant water. The shock waves interact with each other creating nulls and peaks 

which form the characteristic ripples of a stern wake. The period between ripples is a function of the ship's 

speed and displacement. Stern wakes travel rearwards from the stern of the moving vessel and are seen in 

standard SAR images as a series of dark and bright lines running perpendicular to the direction of the ship, 

bounded within the arms of the Kelvin wake. It is believed that the SAR imaging mechanism for ripple 

wakes is the rotation or modulation of Bragg acceptance angle by the curvatures of the corrugating ripples 

[33]. For this reason, stern wakes are more prominent when viewed propagating directly along the radial 

direction of the imaging radar. 

Stern wakes are seen very rarely in standard SAR images and account for less than 1/2 of 1% of all 

ship wake features seen in non-interferometric (SEASAT and ERS-1) spaceborne SAR images. 
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Appendix B Feature Detection 

In this report, we defined 'detection' as the determination of the presence of an expected target. 

The pure detection problem, as it usually applies to classical radar and communication system engineering, 

refers simply to the determination of the presence of a single signal or target. However, in the case of our 

work, to detect ship wake features, we will consider the detection problem to include the determination of 

the presence and location of a sufficiently large group of pixels to identify it as being a ship wake. 

Detection can either be visual, normally by the eye of a trained human operator/interpreter, or 

automatic, normally by computer numeric analysis. The potential of a signal to portray successful 

detection of a feature is a function of a detector's ability to detect each pixel in an expected feature and a 

classifier's ability to identify a group of detected pixels as belonging to a specific feature. The performance 

of classifiers is beyond the scope of this present work, but we can consider that their probability of success

fully identifying a feature is proportional to the number of detected pixels associated with it. 

B. l Visual Detection 

The advantage of the human eye is that it is inherently averaging, flexible and adaptive. The eye of 

a trained human operator/interpreter is generally better suited to detecting fine detailed and faint features in 

heavy noise than a numerical computer system. Human based/assisted visual detection is also not bound by 

simple rule based detection, enabling a human operator to quickly detect subtle and complex patterns 

which may be cues to the presence of both expected and unexpected features. And unlike most current 

computer systems, a human operator is able to learn from experience. However, because, the human eye is 

non-linear and because it has a relatively narrow visible range, the human eye is generally only able to 

detect features that have considerable contrast from adjacent features. For this reason, most images have to 

be mapped and stretched into a visible colour scale, with sufficient delineation between adjacent signal 

levels, before they can be viewed visually for human based/assisted detection. Contrast stretching can, 

however both hide as well as enhance features, while false colour maps can be deceptive making visual 

detection inconsistent. Visual detection is best suited to final stage detection and classification of small 

image sets that have been initially extracted by automated detectors from larger image sets. 

B.2 Automated Detection 

Automated detection using computer numeric methods, on the other hand, does not normally 
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require any scaling or stretches. Because it is rule based, numeric detections, though limited by the scope 

and complexity of the rule, are nevertheless more consistent than visual detections. Depending on the rule 

base, numeric detection schemes are able to exploit the statistics of the expected feature and distinguish 

very small differences between signals to identify a feature. 

However, in order to do so, the background noise must be made small in comparison to the 

feature's signal strength. Automated detection systems therefore need effective pre-filtering in order to 

perform optimally. Additionally, because automated detectors are generally rule specific, they are non-

adaptive and will only be able to detect expected features based on a narrow, rigid, predefined criteria set. 

We note that the dynamic range of the radar (and its processed numerical representations) must be 

adequate to cover the brightness range of targets and background clutter for automated detection to work 

properly. 

The strength of automated detection, however, is in their inherent speed and ability to exhaustively 

search a large image space or a large number of images quickly and consistently. Automated detection is 

best suited to preliminary stage detection and extraction of features in large image sets for subsequent 

classification by human visual means. 

B.2.1 Numeric Detection Theory 

Both visual and automatic detection are employed in ship wake detection using standard SAR 

images. In this work, we have considered computer numerical analysis to be the more interesting case 

because it is the easiest to quantify and have confined the bulk of our analysis to numeric methods. 

The problem of numerical detection of features in radar imaged ocean scenes is fundamentally 

statistical because of the stochastic nature of the thermal noise process that affects active sensors, the 

fading effect of averaging multiple scatters in finite resolution cells, and the randomness of wind / wave 

motions that dominate the ocean surface. 

The two principle metrics by which detection decisions are made are effective Target to 

Background Ratio (TBR) and effective signal distance (contrast) [26]. In a simple one dimensional signal 

system with Gaussian noise statistics, signal distance, S, and TBR can be defined as follows: 

5 = M-o-M-i (2.1) 
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TBR = Ho-Hi 
G 0 + r j , 

(2.2) 

where p.Q is the mean signal strength of a nil detection and | ! | is the mean signal strength of a positive 

detection and G 0 is the standard deviation of background noise and G j is the standard deviation of a 

positive detection. This can be illustrated graphically in Figure 2.1 below: 

P(xlno feature) / \ P(xlfeature) 

S 0 S] 

Figure 2.1 Simple Gaussian signal system 

In theory, thermal noise is both zero mean and Gaussian, in which case p.Q is 0 and the effective 

signal distance, S, is simply effective signal strength. However, in practical detection cases, the signal 

under test is often affected by a DC bias which has its source in the front end receiver and pre-detection 

stages. In the illustration above, a nonzero value of | I 0 , can be assumed to be a DC bias, which is compen

sated in the detector. 

In conventional radar, detection is usually real-time and the signal under test, which contains 

targets embedded in noise, is assumed to be in stream form; the independent quantity being time. The 

distribution of both noise and signal is a distribution over time and the detection process is considered to be 

based on both a time averaging and an ensemble averaging over the sweep coordinate of the radar. 

Detection is usually done 'on the fly' as the signal is being received. 

In SAR images, which are inherently 2-D, the signal under test is in two dimensional form with 

independent quantities being azimuth and range coordinates. The distribution of noise and signal is a 
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spatial distribution and the detection process, is therefore, considered to be based on a spatial averaging 

over azimuth and (slant) range. Detection in SAR images is usually done 'off-line' after the image has 

been processed. The same statistical detection theories which are effective in conventional radar detection 

also lend themselves to effective detection in SAR images. 

B.2.2 Detectors 

For the purpose of our analysis and future work, we will divide detectors into two common 

classes: 

1. Non-adaptive; and 

2. Adaptive. 

Non-adaptive detectors assume invariant system parameters and the detection threshold is set a 

priori to a constant value based on the assumed stable noise statistics. Common non-adaptive detectors 

include simple Bayesian, Maximum Likelihood (ML), and Maximum-a-Priori (MAP) detectors. The most 

commonly used non-adaptive detector in radar applications is the Maximum Likelihood (ML) detector. 

Adaptive detectors, on the other hand, have the capability of varying detection threshold levels in 

response to changing system parameters, such as receiver or background noise or previously detected 

values. Adaptive detectors are capable of continuing to operate in varying noise conditions, such as such as 

electronic jamming, that would completely degrade non-adaptive detectors. Common adaptive detectors 

include Constant False Alarm Rate (CFAR) detectors. In conditions with known and stable noise levels, 

the probability of detection using adaptive detectors is, however, reduced in comparison to the probability 

of detection using non-adaptive techniques. 

B.2.3 Detection Threshold 

Both adaptive and non-adaptive detectors require a statistical rule base by which to determine a 

detection threshold. In some literature, this rule base is called a likelihood ratio test. Rule bases are usually 

determined from measured or assumed statistical distributions of the background noise in the signal or 

image under test. The detection threshold is the minimum signal strength (i.e. the minimum signal level 

above the ambient background) required for successful detection of a feature. 

Two common statistical rule bases used to determine detection threshold are the: 
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1. Maximum Likelihood criteria; and 

2. Neyman-Pearson criteria. 

The Maximum Likelihood (ML) detector is one of the simplest and most common detection 

schemes in communications and radar processing. The ML detector assumes a known and stable noise 

level and is designed to: 

1. minimize the probability that a detection is declared when no target exists (called the 

probability of false alarm Pfa); and 

2. minimize the probability that no detection is declared when a target does exist (called 

the 'false dismissal' probability l-P^); 

A threshold is determined which equalizes the false alarm rate and probability of detection P ^ P j 

In many cases, however, the cost of false alarms is unknown; particularly in the case of signals in 

an environment of severe and varying noise. In this case, an acceptable cost level must be set before 

determining a detection threshold. The Neyman-Pearson criteria uses a predefined acceptable rate of false 

alarms Pfa, to determine a threshold which maximizes detection, P d. 

The mechanics of the ML and Neyman-Pearson detection criteria are illustrated below using a 

Gaussian noise channel to model the noise process in our signal or image under test. The ideal Gaussian 

channel, in which the dominant noise source process is modeled as Additive White Gaussian (AWG), is a 

common signal model used in radar processing as well as communications processing. It is also, interest

ingly enough, the model used for ambient ocean noise. Analysis of the key distributions of polarimetric 

and interferometric SAR data under Gaussian and multi-variate K distribution models has shown that 

although the Gaussian channel is not appropriate for analyzing magnitude information, which is multi

variate K distributed, it is appropriate for phase [23]. Additionally, we have shown by simple analysis that 

receiver phase noise is reduced in the interferogram formation process, reducing the product model for the 

noise distribution to just a single factor in phase; scene clutter, which is Gaussian. This was also verified by 

observation in the CCRS C-Band ATI data. For these reasons, the Gaussian noise channel is considered 

completely adequate for detection of targets in phase and ideally for our problem, the detection of radar 

imaged ship features in ambient ocean noise. 

In the ideal AWG channel, the decision threshold for the Maximum Likelihood (ML) detector is 

[34]: 
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X > ^ + y l o g T i (2.3) 

where T| is a Lagrange multiplier, which we call the probability ratio, and represents the minimum limit of 

the probability of a feature being present and no feature being present: 

P(X I feature) 
1 P(X I no feature) k " ; 

In AWG channels, the probability distribution of a feature and that of no feature being present are 

equal and the probability ratio, T|, reduces to 1. The detection criteria for the AWG case thus reduces to: 

X> (2.5) 

The detection probability and false alarm probability of the ML detector in AWG noise are: 

1 + erf 
2QV2 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 
1 - erf f 

where erf() is the Gaussian error function. Note that the ML detection threshold (2.5) is half the signal 

distance between an expected target and its background. Also note that the shape of the noise distribution 

(i.e. variance) is not explicitly incorporated in the detection threshold. ML detection uses only the contrast 

between target and background to determine its presence. We note that the ratio, S/CT, is the TBR. 

In contrast, the Neyman-Pearson detection scheme, does not make any implicit assumptions about 

the noise statistics. The probability distributions of a feature being present and not present are not assumed 

equal and therefore the probability ratio, T|, is not unitary. Additionally, in a CFAR detector where the 

noise statistics are considered variable over time (or spatially), the detection threshold will not be constant 

either and will be varied to adapt to the changing noise. 
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The Neyman-Pearson criteria, unlike the ML detector which attempts to minimize both false 

detection and false nil-detection, attempts to achieve a constant false alarm rate. The decision threshold for 

the Neyman-Pearson detector is [34]: 

X>T\ (2.8) 

where T) is the solution to a false alarm probability, Pfa, equation in which the false alarm probability Pfa is 

determined a priori. For an AWG noise channel, the false alarm equation is: 

P - I 1 - erf I (2.9) 

The solution to the false alarm equation for T) is usually a constant, k, times the standard deviation 

of the noise distribution: 

T| = k • a (2.10) 

It is important to note that the Neyman-Pearson detection criteria is based exclusively on the shape 

of the background noise distribution. The probability of detection of a Gaussian signal under the Neyman-

Pearson detection scheme is: 

1 + erf I (2.11) 

The Neyman-Pearson detection criteria is often used by adaptive CFAR detectors. 
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Appendix C. Catalogue of Data Sets (Scenes) 

This appendix details a catalogue and description of the three data sets or scenes used in this 

report. They are: 

Name Catalog # Description Size 

Scene A June 23 Line 4 Pass 2 Continental Shelf off coast 
of Nova Scotia 

5968 (Az) x 2048 (Rng) pixels 
24 km (Az) x 8 km (Rng) 

Scene B June 23 Line 8 Pass 3 Continental Shelf off coast 
of Nova Scotia 

2894 (Az) x 2048 (Rng) pixel 
12 km (Az)x8km (Rng) 

Scene C August 21 Line 16 
Pass 7 

Active Pass & Strait of 
Georgia off coast of BC 

2804 (Az) x 2048 (Rng) pixels 
11 km (Az)x8.2km (Rng) 

C.l Visual Catalogue 

Only the phase images of the interferograms, labelled Figure 3.1, Figure 3.2, and Figure 3.3 are 

shown as representative of the three scenes. In these figures, the azimuth and range orientations are shown 

as arrows in each figure, with the vertex of the two arrows designating nearest range and lowest azimuth 

line. The radar is starboard (right) looking and in each image the aircraft is travelling in the direction of 

increasing azimuth. Each image is aspect ratio correct (1:1) with the dimensions of the resolution cell in 

each being 4m x 4m in slant range/azimuth coordinates. Note that a linear contrast stretch was applied to 

each image in order to centre the mean signal level of each distribution before mapping the values of each 

pixel into grey scale values from 0:255. The mean signal level in the scene of each image is represented as 

grey level 128 in the middle of the grey scale. In calibrated phase images, this would correspond to zero 

velocity. This type of stretching was selected in order to give the best visual contrast of the main features in 

the scene. The velocity ambiguity is +/- 7.1 m/s which corresponds to +/- 2K. NO pixel values exceeded 

these values although we suspect that the phase value of ship targets are wrapped. 

C.2 Format 

Scene A was initially received in Oct 95 as an unregistered SLC from CCRS and later in Mar 96 as 

a registered azimuth re-aligned and subsampled interferogram. In Oct 95, the unregistered SLC image pair 

of Scene A was used to investigate the ATI interferogram formation process; specifically coherence and the 

effect of coregistration techniques, described in Chapter 3. For the signal information and detection 

performance investigation of Chapter 4 and 6, we coregistered the SLC image pair of Scene A, using a 
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Cubic Spline Interpolation filter, formed the pair into an interferogram, and subsampled it to an aspect ratio 

of 1:1 and a 4m/pixel range x 4m/pixel azimuth resolution using an FIR decimation filter to portray a final 

image with an aspect ratio of 1:1. Scene B and C were received in single image interferogram form from 

CCRS by FTP on 18 Mar 96. These images had been focussed, coregistered, using a Cubic Spline Interpo

lator, formed into interferograms, subsampled to an aspect ratio of 1:1 and a 4m/pixel range x 4m/pixel 

azimuth resolution, and azimuth resampled (re-aligned) by CCRS before being sent to us. Azimuth re

alignment, using a calibration scene, was necessary to reduce the smearing effects due to random wave 

motions; also called azimuth defocusing. 

All data sets were received in single precision complex M A T L A B 1 file format which were 

converted into unformatted magnitude and phase floating point files before being read into the IDL/ENVI2 

environment for visualization and analysis. All analysis was done in the IDL/ENVI environment. 

MATLAB 4.2c is a trademark of the Mathworks, Inc. 
IDL and ENVI are trademarks of Research Systems, Inc. 
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Appendix D Filtered and Unfiltered Chip Images 

Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2 show the phase and Backscatter signature of a single arm wake of an 

unidentified fast moving craft in Chip #2. 

Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 show the (radial) velocity and Backscatter signature of three passenger 

ferries traversing Active Pass on British Columbia's west coast. 

Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6 show a bright feature (possibly a small rocky island) and a current 

shadow feature behind it in Chip #4. 

Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8 show the velocity and Backscatter signature of three small slow moving 

vessels with no visible wakes in Chip #5. 

In each image, range is in the vertical direction with near range towards the top. Azimuth is in the 

horizontal direction with azimuth line number increasing towards the right. 
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unfiltered 

•1 

Figure 4.1 Phase Image Chip #2 Scene A . Single arm wake of unknown fast craft 

Rnge V 

i 
unfiltered 

Figure 4.2 Backscatter Intensity Image Chip #2 Scene A . Single arm wake of unknown fast craft 
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Figure 4.4 Backscatter Intensity Image of Chip #3 Scene C. 3 coastal ferries, with DTW and 
Kelvin wakes 
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LP filtered 

unfiltered 

Figure 4.6 Backscatter Intensity Image of Chip #4 Scene B. Land feature and shadow current 
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LP filtered 

Figure 4.7 Phase image of Chip #5 Scene B, 3 small ships with little or no apparent wakes 

LP filtered 

Figure 4.8 Backscatter Intensity image of Chip #5 Scene B, 3 small ships with little or no 
apparent wakes 
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unfiltered 
Scale 1:40 000 

LP filtered 

Figure 4.9 Phase image of Chip #6 Scene C, very long linear wake feature 

unfiltered 
Scale 1:40 000 

Rnge 

LP filtered 

Figure 4.10 Backscatter Intensity image of Chip #6 Scene C, very long linear wake feature 
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Rnge 

unfiltered 
Scale 1:40 000 

L P filtered 

Figure 4.11 Phase image of Chip #7 Scene C, 3 small ships and associated linear wakes 

unfiltered 
Scale 1:40 000 

LP filtered 

Figure 4.12 Backscatter Intensity image of Chip #7 Scene C, 3 small ships and associated linear 
wakes 
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•iLrneasurementsa 

Description Signal Typ 

Original (unre-aligned) phase 
Original (unre-aligned). phase 
Original (unre-etigned) phase 
Original (unra-align*d) phase 

Re-aSgned 
Re-eigned 
Re-aSgned 
Re-aSgned 

Unfit o rad 
Unaltered 
Unfikered 
Unfit* rad 
UnfiHarad 
UnfiHarad 
Unfikered 
UnfiHarad 

2-0 Fltered 
2-D Fltered 
2-DFltared 
2-D Filtered 
2-0 File rad 
2-0 Fitarad 
2-0 Fitarad 
2-0 Fitarad 

1-0 Azimuth Fitarad 
1-D Azimuth Fitarad 
1-0 Azimuth Fitarad 
1-0 Azimuth Fitarad 
1-D Ranga Fitarad 
1-D Ranga Fitarad 
1-0 Ranga Fitarad 
1-0 Ranga Fitarad 

Fitarad & alignad 
Fitarad ft alignad 
Fitarad & aligned 
Fitarad & alignad 
Fitarad & alignad 
Fitarad ft aJignad 
Fitarad & alignad 
Fitarad & aiignad, 
Fitarad & aiignad 
Fitarad ft alignad 
Fitarad ft alignad 

Fitarad & alignad 
Fitarad & alignad 
Fitarad & alignad 
Fitarad & alignad 
Fitarad ft alignad 
Fitarad ft alignad 
Fitarad & aligned 
Fitarad & alignad 
Fitarad & alignad 

' Fitarad & alignad 
Filtered 4 aftgnad 

phase 
phasa 
phase 
phasa 

phasa 
phasa 
phasa 
phasa 
phasa 
phasa 
phasa 
phasa 

phasa 
phasa 
phasa 
phasa 
phasa 
phasa 
phasa 
phasa 

phasa 
phasa 
phasa 
phasa • 
phasa 
phasa 
phasa 
phasa 

phasa 
phasa 
phasa 

' phasa 
phasa 
phasa 
phasa 
phasa 
phasa 
phasa 
phasa 

RCS 
RCS 
RCS 

. RCS 
RCS 
RCS 
RCS 
RCS 
RCS 
RCS 
RCS 

tmaga Feature mu feature sigma feature mu scene mu vitality sigma vtdrtiry CJocel C_genera) Cjndex SMRidB length width «z*(K) P.det DI P_det Del NRG 

Chipfl ship -1.35 £17 -2.52 -256 0.11 0.47 0.46 0.47 053 -2.8 dB 1060 80 86 0.60 60% 52 
Chip #1 DTW •2.63 0.13 -252 -2.S6 0.11 • 0.03 : 0.04 0.04 029 -5.4 dB 2160 64 138 0.56 6% 77 
Chipfl Dark KeMn Arm •2.63 0.11 -252: •256 0.11 0.03 0.04 . 0.04 0.32 -5.0 dB 2160 60 130 0.56 6% 73 
Chip 11 Brt KaVin Am -2.53 0.11 -2.52 -2.56 0.11 0.012 0.00 0.01 0.14 -8.7 dB 1800 46 86 0.53 3% 46 

Chipfl ship 0.56 153 1.01 0.91 0.18 0.36 0.43 0.41 022 -6.6 dB 720 64 46 0.54 4%, 25 
86 Chip f1 DTW - 0.71 . 022 1.01 0.91 0.16 022 050 027 0.50 -3.0 dB 2120 68 144 . 0.60 10% 
25 
86 

Chipfl Dark Karvirt Arm 0.69 024 1J01 0.91 0.18 0.24 0.32 029 0.52 -2.8 dB 2000 48 96 " 0.60 10% 56 • 
Chip #1 Brt KeMn Arm 0.98 0.17 1.01 0.91 0.18 0.08 0.03 0.04 0.20 -7.0 dB 1800 48 86 0.54 4% 47 

Chipfl ship 0.58 153 1.01 0.91 0.18 0.36 0.43 0.41 022 -6.6 dB 720 - 64 46 0.54 4% 25 

Chip 11 
DTW" 0.71 022 1.01 0.91 0.18 022- 050 027 050 -3.0dB 2120 68 144 0.60 10% 86 

ChjpM Dark KeMn Arm 0.60 024 1.01 0.91 0.18 024 052 029 052 -2.8 dB 2000 48 96 0.60 10% 58 
Chip t i Brt KeMn Arm o.ea 0.17 1.01 

0.91 
o!ie 0.03 0.13 0.10 .0.09 -10.7 dB 1800 48 66 0.52 2% 45 

Chip #3 ship 0.62 15 •056 -0.35 0.07 2.77 2.72 £74 : 0.62 -2.1 dB 500 120 60 0.62 12% 37 
Chip #3 KeMn Arms -0.4 0.07 -0.36 -0.35 0.07 0.14 0.11 0.12 055 •4.6 dB 1120 32 36 0.57 7% 20 
Chip #3 Stem Wake •0.37 021 -056 -055 0.07 0.06 0.03 0.04 ; o.07 -11.5 dB n/a 20 n/a 051 1 % n/a 
ChipM DTW -0.30 0.062 -056 -055 0.07 0.14 0.17 . 0.16 .;052 •4.6 dB 1720 140 241 ' 0.56 6% 136 

Chipfl ship 0.10 . 059 • 1.00 , 0.91 0.082 0.89 0.90 0.90 : 1.21 0.8 dB 700 120 84 0.73 23% 61 
Chipfl DTW 0.71 0.14 . 1.00 0.91 0.082 022 029 0.27 0.90 •0.5 dB 2200 140 308 0.67 17% 208 
Chtpfl Dark KeMn Arm 0.71 0.14 1.00 . 0.91 0.082 022 029 027 0.90 -0.5 dB 2000 120 240 0.67 17% 162 
Chipfl Brt KeMn Arm 0.98 0.07 1.00 0.91 0.082 0.06 0.02 '. 0.04 0.46 -3.4 dB 2120 96 204 0.59 9% 120 
Chip (3 ship 2.42 

0.16 
-0.36 •0.34 0.035 8.12 7.72 7.84 :14.15 11.5 dB 460 120 se 1.00 50% 58 

ChipM KaMn Arms -0.38 0.032 •056 -054 0.035 0.12 0.06 i 0.07 : 0.60 •22 dB 2200 96 211 0.62 12% 130 
Chip #3 Slam Wake rva n/a -0.36 -0.34 0.035 r * rVa 1 n/a •' rva rva rva n/a rva 

396 
n/a rva n/a 

ChipM DTW ,-0.3 0.038 -056 -054 0.035 0.12 0.17 0.15 I 055 -2.6 dB 2200 180 
rva 
396 0,61 11 % 241 

Chip 11 
ship 70.46 151 1.00 0.91 0.17 151 1.46 j 1.47 I 0.93 -05 dB 700 120 84 0.68 18% 57 

Ch*>f1 DTW 0.67 054 1.00 0.91 0.17 026 053 : o.3i • 0.47 -3.3 dB 2200 140 306 0.59 9% 183 
Chipfl Dark KeMn Arm 0.66 023 1.00 0.91 0.17- 025 052 : 0.30 

; 0.58 -2.4 dB 2000 120 240 0.61 11 % . 147 
Chipfl BrtKaMn Arm 0.88 0.16 1.00 0.91 0.17. 0.08 0.02 1 0.04 '•• 021 -6.7 dB 2120 96 204 0.54 4% 110 
Chipfl ship 0.10 0.6 1.00 0.91 0.084 0.89 0.90 ; 0.90 ; 0.7 dB 700 120 84 0.72 22% • 61 
Chipfl DTW 0.73 0.12 1.00 0.B1 0.084 020 027 ! 025 ; 0.66 -0.5 dB 2200 140 306 . 0.67 17% 207-
Chipfl Dark KaMn Arm 0.71 0.14 1.00 0.91 0.084 022 029 { 027 : 0.89 -0.5 dB 2000 120 240 0.67 17% 161 
Chip ft Brt KaMn Arm 0.98 0.07 1.00 0.91 0.084 0.08 0.02 : 0.04 0.45 -3.4 dB 2120 96 204 0.59 9% 120 

ChipM ship 2.42 0.16 -0.36 -054 0.04 8.12 7.72 7.84 14.15 11.5 dB -460 120 58 1.00 50% 58 
Chip #3 KaMn Arms -0.39 0.032 •056 -0.34 0.04 0.15' 0.06 0.10 0.75 -1.3 dB 2200 96 211 0.65 15% 136 
ChipM DTW •050 0.038 -056 -0.34 • 0.04 0.12 0.17 0.15 055 •2.6 d8 2200 180 396 0.61 11% 241 
Chip #4 Land -0.019 0.020 •057 • -0.40. ' 0.04 0.95 0.95 0.95 6.66 6.3 dB 900 300 270 1.00 50% 270. 
ChipM Shadow current •026 0.042 -057 •0.40 0.04 055 050 . 0.31 1.77 25 dB 2600 1200 3360 0.81 31 % 2729 
ChtpfS Smal Ships -026 0.048 -057 -054 0.03 024 0.30 028 1.07 0.3 dB 500 32 16 0.70 20% 11 
ChipM Linear Wake -051 0.080 -056 

•0.39 
0.03 021 0.14 0.16 0.75 •12 dB 2000 65 130 0.65 15% 84 

Chip*? ship 053 0.082 •056 -054 0.08 1.97 1.92 1.93 427 6.3 dB 120 48 6 0.98 48% 6 
Chip #7 UnaarWaka 

-0.18 
0.062 •056 -054 0.08 0.47 050 0.49 1.17 0.7 dB 1200 40 48 0.72 22% 35 

Cr^p n Land •0.006 0.020 -0.36 •0.31 0.05 0.07 0.96 0.99 4.65 6.7 dB n/a n/a ' n/a 0.99 49% n/a 
ChipM Tidal currant 021 0.12 •056 -051 0.05 1.68 158 1.61 3.15 5.0 dB n/a n/a tva 0.94 44% n/a 

Chip f3 ship 175 8.63 3.12 4.03 2.06 354 4.61 423 1.26 1.0 dB 100 60 6 0.74 24% 4 
ChipM KaMn Arms 4.87 159 3.12 4.03 2.08 0.21 056 0.46 024 -6.2 dB 900 50 45 0.55 5 % 25 

159 ChipM DTW 3.17 154 3.12 4.03 2.08 021 0.02 0.08 0.25" -6.0 dB 1720 168 269 0.55 5% 
25 
159 

Chfcf4 Und 40 24 2.12 1.12 1.46 34.71 17.87 22.92 1.53 1.8 dB 560 320 179 0.78 .28% 139 
ChtpH Shadow currant 1.25 029 2.12 1.12 1.46 0.12 0.41 052 0.07 •115 dB rva rva n/a 0.51 1 % n/a 
ChipfS Small Ships 44.1 36.8 2.12 4.48 0.79 8.84 19.80 1651 1.05 0.2 dB ' 200 40 8 0.70 20% 6 
ChipM (Jnaar Wake 4.52 1.36 4.3 3.42 0.78 0.32 0.05 0.13 0.51 -2.9 dB 2000 55 110 0.60 10% 66 
Chip #7 ship 8.25 2.28 4.3 2.1 1.02 2.93 0.92 152 1.86 2.7 dB 60 40 2 0.82 32% 2 
Chip f7 Linear Wake 1.88 ,0.43 4.3 2.1 1.02 0.10 0.56 0.43 0.15 •82 dB 600 20 12 0,53 3% 6 
Chip M Und 37 18.7 45 0.75 051 4853 7.60 19.B2 1.91 2.8 dB n/a n/a n/a 0.83 33% n/a 
Chipfa Tidal currant 0.9 0.54 4.3 0.75 0.31 0.20 0.79 0.61 0 16 -7.5 dB n/a n/a n/a 0.54 4% rva 
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Appendix F. C F A R Detection Results 

Appendix F. CFAR Detection Results 

Fused Target Map 

Figure A . 1. Detector Output and Fused Output Images of Chip 4 



Appendix F. C F A R Deteetion Results 

Backscatter 
Target Map 

Motion 
Target Map 

Fused Target map 

Figure A.2. Detector Output and Fused Output Images of Chip 6 
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Appendix F. C F A R Detection Results 

Chip 7 Backscatter Image 

Detect 

Chip 7 Motion Image 

Detect 

* • • 11 « * » « , . 

Backscatter 
Target Map 

Motion 
Target Map 

Fused Target map 

Figure A.3. Detector Output and Fused Output Images of Chip 7 
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